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a Cell age, [Time].
ab Cell age at the branch point, [Time].
a b Stochastic variable for ab, [Time].
B Structural component concentration, [Mass/Volume].
C Vector o f intracellular pseudocomponent concentrations in the root
body, [Mass/Volume].
CJ : Concentration o f the jth intracellular pseudocomponent,
[Mass/Volume].
Cr.(t) Total mass o f the jth pseudocomponent in the root body, [Mass].
C (m ,t) Concentration o f secondary metabolite in the c cytoplasm of a cell
o f maturity m, [Moles/Volume].
Cm(t) Concentration o f secondary metabolite in the medium at time t,
[Moles/Volume].
CTit) Total moles o f secondary metabolite in the system at time t,
[Moles].
Cf{t) Total moles of secondary metabolite in the root at time t, [Moles].
Cv(m ,t) Concentration of secondary metabolite in the vacuole o f a cell of
maturity m, [Moles/Volume].
D t Dry mass o f the tip phase, [Mass].
Dw(m,t) Dry mass o f a single cell in the root body, [Mass].
D w Dry mass o f a single cell, [Mass].
D w Wet mass o f a single cell, [Mass].
dj* Dry mass o f a single tip, [Mass].
F Feed rate, [Volume/Time].
Age distribution, [1/Time].
Maturity distribution.
G(At) Probability distribution o f branching frequency, [1/Time].
&e Activated carbohydrate substrate concentration, [Mass/Volume].
H(ab) Probability distribution o f branching age, [1/Time].
7(0 Cell number at time t.
Io Initial cell number.
h Cell number concentration at time step i.
i The number of time steps of size.
I Length coordinate [Length].
t Dimensionless length coordinate.









Substrate activation rate constant, [Mass/Time/Volume].
Substrate intermediate rate constant, [Volume/Time/Mass]. 
Structural intermediate pesudocomponent rate constant, [1/Time]. 
Endogenous metabolic rate constant, [1/Time].
Endogenous metabolism rate constant o f the metabolites in the 
cytoplasm compartment o f a cell in the root body, [1/Time]. 
Endogenous metabolism rate constant o f the metabolites in the 
vacuole compartment o f a cell in the root body, [1/Time]. 
Maximum excretion rate constant into the medium, [1/Time]. 
Degradation rate constant in the medium, [1/Time]. 
Growth-competitive secondary metabolites rate constant, [1/Time]. 
Non-growth-competitive secondary metabolites rate constant, 
[Volume/Time/Mass].
Degradation rate constant in the cytoplasm, [1/Time].
Degradation rate constant in the vacuole, [1/Time].
Kinetic constant.
Maximum excretion rate constant, [1/Time].
Substrate uptake rate constant, [Mass/Time/Volume].
Kinetic constant.
Mass transfer rate constant o f secondary metabolite, [1/Time]. 
Excretion rate constant in the cytoplasm into the medium by the 
artificial treatment [1/Time].
Excretion rate constant in the vacuole into the medium by the 
artificial treatment [1/Time].
Respiration maximum rate constant, [Mass/Time/Volume].
Rate o f biomass formation per tip, [Mass/Time].
Secondary metabolite concentration, [Mass/Volume].
Maturity at division for tip cells.



























Cellular maturity at the branching point.
Cellular maturity where the formation rate o f metabolite is 
maximum.
Standard deviation of maturity in the rate o f formation of 
metabolite.
Noncarbohydrate substrate concentration, [Mass/Volume]. 
Noncarbohydrate substrate concentration in the feed stream, 
[Mass/Volume].
The number o f cells in a single tip.
Number of newborn tips at time step i.
The j  ’th root o f the branching polynomial.
The positive real root of the branching polynomial.
Mass concentration lost due to respiration, [Mass/Volume].
Rate of uptake o f substrate by the cytoplasms of cells in the root 
body, [Moles/Time].
Rate of uptake of substrate by the vacuoles o f cells in the root 
body [Moles/Time].
Rate at which cells leave the single tip and enter the root body, 
[1/Time],
Rate o f excretion into the medium from a cell, [Moles/Time]. 
Rate of execration o f the yth pseudocomponent o f the cytoplasm 
compartment into the medium phase, [Mass/Volume].
Rate o f excretion into the medium from a cytoplasm by the 
artificial treatment, [Moles/Time].
Rate of excretion into the medium from a vacuole by the artificial 
treatment, [Moles/Time].
Uptake rate of the jth pseudocomponent by the cells in the tip 
phase, [Mass/Volume/Time].
Rate of excretion into the vacuole from the cytoplasm, 
[Moles/Time].
Rate o f execration of the j'th pseudocomponent o f the cytoplasm 
compartment into the vacuole compartment, [Mass/Time].
Net rate o f formation of the metabolite by chemical reactions, 
[Moles/Time/Volume].
Maximum rate of maturity increase, [1/Time].
Specific rate o f metabolite degradation, [Moles/Time/Volume]. 
Degradation rate of the jth  pseudocomponent in the vacuole 
compartment, [Mass/Time].
v
r*i : Rate o f formation o f the jth pseudocomponent in the kxht chemical
reaction in the biophase, [Mass/Volume/Time].
rkj : Rate of formation o f the ;th pseudocomponent in the fcthe chemical
reaction in a cell in the root body, [Mass/Volume/Time].
f kj : Rate o f formation of extracellular pseudocomponent j  in the fah
chemical reaction in the medium phase, [Mass/Volume/Time].
rm : Rate o f maturity increase [1/Time].
I'mi : Rate o f the jth pseudocomponent consumption by a single cell in
the root body phase, [Mass/Volume/Time].
f  m Maximum rate constant of uptake by the root body, [Mass/Time].
rs Rate constant o f substrate consumption by cells, [Mass/Time].
rv(Cv,m,S) Degradation rate o f secondary metabolites, [Moles/Time].
*i Concentration o f the jth extracellular pseudocomponent,
[Mass/Volume].
S(t) Substrate concentration, [Mass/Volume].
s Vector of extracellular pseudocomponent concentrations,
[Mass/Volume].
Se Carbohydrate substrate concentration, [Mass/Volume].
S.f Carbohydrate substrate concentration in the feed stream,
[Mass/Volume].
s F.; Concentration of the jth extracellular pseudocomponent in the feed
stream, [Mass/Volume].
SF Substrate concentration in a feed stream, [Mass/Volume].
m The total number o f tips at time t.
Ti The total number o f tips at time step i.
t Time, [Time].
u n Unit step function.
K Cytoplasmic volume of root, [Volume].
v m Volume o f media, [Volume].
V« Reactor volume, [Volume].
Vr Volume o f tip phase, [Volume].
K Total volume o f the vacuole compartment in the root body,
[Volume].
Vc Cytoplasmic volume o f a single cell, [Volume].
Vmax Maximum vacuolar volume of a cell, [Volume].
vT Volume of a single tip, [Volume].
K Vacuolar volume of a single cell, [Volume].
X(t) Dry mass, [Mass].
X(t) Wet mass, [Mass].
vi
XB{t) Dry mass o f the root body, [Mass].
Y Yield, [1/Mass].
Y Yield.
Z Total intracellular nutrient concentration, [Mass/Volume].
Z* Structural intermediate concentration, [Mass/Volume].
Aa The difference in time between two sequential branches, [Time].
Aa The difference in age between the parent branch’s base and the
first offspring branch’s base, [Time].
Al Distance between branch points, [Length].
ism Maturity difference between two sequential branches.
Specific cell number growth rate, [1/Time].
M"r Maximum formation rate constant o f secondary metabolite,
[Moles/Time].
<J>(f,x) Branch number density distribution.
X Dimensionless time.
Superscripts
Variable on the tip phase.
C Variable on the cytoplasm compartment.
M Variable on the medium.
V Variable on the vacuole compartment.
ABSTRACT
Hairy roots produce secondary metabolites which have been used as specialty 
chemicals. The mathematical models o f hairy root growth kinetics can guide the design 
and scale-up o f root cultures. An unstructured segregated and a chemically structured 
segregated models for hairy growth kinetics are formulated with rules o f root branching 
processes. The deterministic branching rule and the stochastic branching rule are 
studied. For the deterministic rule where two branching parameters are assumed 
constant, the number o f tips can be obtained by solving a linear difference equation. The 
conceptual framework established for the deterministic rule is used to formulate a 
stochastic rule in which two branching parameters change randomly.
An age population balance equation is used for the unstructured segregated model 
in an unchanging environment. In this model, age is assumed sufficient to describe the 
states o f cells. Using this model, the growth kinetics o f transformed roots o f Tagetes 
erecta is studied in shake flasks in an unchanging environment. For a transient state, 
maturity is used as a state parameter because the rate o f change in the maturity depends 
on its environment. For this case, a maturity population balance equation is used. The 
solutions o f the age population balance equation and the maturity population balance 
equation depend explicitly on the number of tips as a function o f time. It is shown how 
this number can be found from a set o f branching rules which can either be deployed in 
simulation algorithms or can be used to obtain a difference equation governing the 
development o f the tip number.
Finally, a structured segregated model in the transient state is also formulated. The 
central assumption used in this model is that the hairy root is divided into two phases, the 
tip phase and the root body phase. Furthermore, the root body is assumed to consist of 
two compartments, cytoplasm and vacuole. The medium phase and the tip phase are 
modeled by the structured distributed model and the root body phase is modeled by the 
structured segregated model which is based on a maturity.
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
Transformed roots, popularly called hairy roots, are obtained by infection of 
susceptible plant species with the soil bacterium Agrobacterium rhizogenes. These roots 
exhibit high growth rates in phytohormone free media, are genetically stable and produce 
the secondary metabolites characteristic of the normal root at much higher levels than cell 
cultures (Flores and Filner 1985, Flores 1987, Kamada et al. 1986). In some cases, hairy 
roots have even been found to produce secondary metabolites at levels that exceed those 
found in roots o f the intact plant (Hamill et al. 1986). Because o f these qualities, hairy 
root cultures have been suggested as potentially useful in large scale production of plant 
derived specialty chemicals such as pharmaceuticals and agrichemicals (Hamill et al. 
1987, Rhodes et al. 1986). It is therefore o f interest to develop mathematical models of 
root growth kinetics to guide the design and scale-up of root cultures.
There are several types of models used to describe the biosystems, such as an 
unstructured unsegregated model, a chemically structured unsegregated model, an 
unstructured segregated model and a chemically structured segregated model. An 
unstructured unsegregated model regards the biophase as a well mixed lumped biophase 
that interacts with its environment. In this unstructured unsegregated model, only one 
parameter is used to describe a biophase. However, the unstructured unsegregaied model 
does not have the ability to account for the changes in chemical compositions of 
biomaterial and the quality o f the biomass. In a chemically structured unsegregated 
model, the biophase is divided into several chemical pseudocomponents. The structured 
unsegregated model can account for the changes in chemical compositions o f biomaterial
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but can not model a biophase that is not uniform or well-mixed. An unstructured 
segregated model recognizes the distribution of the properties among a population and 
can model a biophase that consists of cells in different cell states. A  chemically 
structured segregated model that combines a chemically structured unsegregated model 
with an unstructured segregated model can account for the distribution o f biophase and 
chemical compositions o f the biophase. A  chemically structured segregated model is 
believed the best model to describe the biophase (Shuler 1985, Fredrickson et al. 1967).
Roots and other organized plant tissues differ significantly from cell cultures in that 
the cells in an organ do not all pass through comparable cell cycles or reside in 
comparable cell states. Instead, formation o f new cells is sequestered in specific tissues, 
the meristems, while the remaining cells undergo terminal differentiation into different 
types o f tissue such as phloem, xylem etc. To model this distribution o f cell states 
so-called segregated models or population balances are needed (Tsuchiya et al. 1966). 
Although a substantial body of literature exists o f formulation and solution of segregated 
models (Eakman et al. 1966, Fredrickson and Tsuchiya 1963, Fredrickson et al. 1967, 
Ramkrishna et al. 1967, Ramkrishna and Borwanker 1973 & 1974), few applications of 
segregated models to the description of root growth have been presented in the literature.
Frazier et al. (1989) developed the first structured unsegregated model for plant cell 
culture using three pseudocomponents which were substrate, intermediate metabolites in 
the medium and intermediate metabolites in the biomass. Bailey and Nicholson (1989) 
developed the structured unsegregated model for the plant cell culture using five 
pseudocomponents, such as viable dry weight, nonviable dry weight, fresh weight, 
product concentration and limiting growth substrate concentration. Hooker and Lee 
(1992) show the structured unsegregated model for the suspension plant tissue culture. In
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Hooker and Lee’s structured unsegregated model, three extracellular pseudocomponents 
and five intracellular pseudocomponents are defined. The extracellular 
pseudocomponents are carbohydrate substrate concentration (sucrose), activated 
carbohydrate substrate concentration (monosaccharides) and noncarbohydrate substrate 
concentration. The intracellular pseudocomponents are total intracellular nutrient 
concentration, structural intermediate concentration, structural component concentration 
which is defined as the nonsoluble portion o f cell masses, secondary metabolite 
concentration and mass concentration lost due to respiration.
Hackett and Rose (1972) developed a model o f the total length and number of 
branches in a barley root and branching pattern used in their model will be adopted in the 
model to be developed in this study. Gander (1980) considered a root with a fixed, 
known number of branches and derived a conservation equation for the number of cells in 
the root. However, this model did not account for the effect o f formation o f new 
branches on the cell balance. Taya et al. (1989) developed a model o f root elongation 
and branching with assumption that lateral branching occurred by bifurcation of the root 
at the tip. The assumption of root branching by tip bifurcation is probably not reasonable 
because lateral branches are formed, not at the tip itself, but in a narrow region behind the 
tip. That the tips themselves are not sites for formation of new tips results in an 
additional delay between successive generations of lateral branches and significantly 
affects the root growth dynamics.
Roughly speaking, a root consists o f three zones: (1) the apical meristem or tip, in 
which cell division takes place, (2) the elongation zone, in which cells that have left the 
tip enlarge but do not divide, and (3) the mature zone where cells no longer change in 
size (Lyndon 1990). Cell division is restricted to parts o f the apical meristem and nearby
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regions in the root tip and to a short region located approximately behind the elongation 
zone in which cell division results in formation of lateral branches. The lateral branches 
are thus formed approximately at a constant distance from the root tip. The growth 
pattern of cells in a branch follows a pattern identical to that of cells in a primary root. 
The tips function as sources o f new cells while the rest o f a branch consists of 
non-dividing cells that increase in age or maturity with distance from the tip. Thus, the 
distance from the tip of origin is a reasonably good indicator o f the state o f a given cell.
In the next chapter, we combine equations for the age distribution in individual 
branches with rules o f lateral branch formation to obtain the age distribution for the 
complete root as a function of time. The effect of both deterministic and stochastic 
branching rules is explored and asymptotic solutions for the specific growth rates at large 
times are obtained. In all cases, it will be assumed that the model parameters or 
probability distributions do not change with time. This would occur under conditions 
similar to those o f microbial exponential growth when the environment does not change 
significantly enough to affect the growth kinetics.
In chapter three, the effects o f  the change of environment on the root growth 
kinetics and on the formation of secondary metabolite formation are considered.
Maturity, which is zero at tip and increases as cells move away from tip, is used as a state 
parameter because the rate o f maturity increase depends on environmental conditions. 
The maturity population balance model and the branching rule are combined to describe 
the transient behavior of root growth. The substrate balance and the formation of 
secondary metabolites are also considered. The branching rules based on the maturity 
coordinate is similar to the deterministic branching rules based on the age coordinates.
5
In chapter four, a chemically structured segregated model which combines the 
segregated model with the chemically structured model for hairy root culture is 
developed. Because there are scant empirical expressions o f the structural kinetics for a 
hairy root, Hooker and Lee’s structural kinetic model (1992) is adapted to our chemically 
structured segregated model. The pseudocomponents in the vacuole compartment where 
some o f pseudocomponents are stored are also considered.
CHAPTER 2. TRANSIENT AGE DISTRIBUTION IN AN  
UNCHANGING ENVIRONMENT
In this chapter, the simplest case of growth kinetics model is considered. We mean 
growth under constant environmental conditions such that the kinetic parameters do not 
change with time. This would take place, for instance, early in a batch fermentation, in a 
growth phase corresponding to the exponential phase seen in microbial cultures. Under 
such conditions, substrate balances can be ignored, considerably simplifying the 
modeling problem. Cell age will be used as the parameter indicating the state o f cells in 
the root body while cells in the tips will not be accounted for explicitly in the model. The 
age o f cells outside the tip will be defined such that it equals zero for cells as they exit the 
tip and enter the elongation zone.
The segregated growth model is formulated by combining the age population 
balance equation with the branching rules that can be determined by two branching 
parameters. In modeling the growth kinetics o f root culture, the branching processes are 
too important to be neglected because the formations o f new cells occur at root tips. The 
length distribution that may give us information about the shape o f root is considered in 
this chapter. Finally, the growth kinetics o f hairy roots o f Tagetes erecta are also studied 
in shake flask culture.
2.1. AGE DISTRIBUTION
The age dependent cell population balance equation for the cells in the root body, is 




where fa(a,t) is the cell age distribution at time t and a is a cell age. We have not included 
a term for washout o f cells from the reactor because it is our experience that root cultures 
do not produce pieces of tissue that are small enough to readily wash out o f a reactor. So, 
although we think that a flow through reactor, in which fresh medium passes through 
roots trapped inside a reactor, is a possible reactor configuration for root cultures, true 
chemostate does not seem likely.
Depending on how fa(a,t) is scaled, it can represent either the age frequency 
function or the distribution of cell numbers between ages. In this study, unless otherwise 
stated, f8(a,t) will indicate the cell number age distribution. Thus fa(a,t)da will represent 
the number o f cells with age between a and a+da at time t. The total cell number at time t 
is obtained by the integration o f the age distribution function over all cell ages, i.e. the 
total cell number I(t) becomes
and a so-called renewal equation which describes the rate o f formation of cells o f age 
zero. When new cells are formed at a constant rate in the tips, the number of cells with 
age zero must be proportional to the number o f tips T(t), and the renewal equation 
therefore takes the form,
(2.2)




The parameter C represents the rate at which cells in the tip leave the tip and start 
undergoing terminal differentiation. For the case o f unrestricted growth considered here, 
C will be a constant. Using the method of characteristics (Rhee et al. 1986), the solution 
for the age distribution fa(a,t) is easily found to be,
To fully solve for fa(a,t) and I(t) one must be able to find the number of tips T(t) at 
any time. This requires a conceptual model o f how lateral branches are formed.
Formations o f lateral branches on normal roots have been studied at least since 
1936, (Thimann 1936). However, one should probably be extremely cautious about 
applying results from any of these studies to hairy root phenotypes which are 
characterized by more rapid branching than non-transformed roots. To illustrate how the 
tip number T(t) can be found from branching rules, we therefore propose the following 
simple rules which are based on casual observations o f a large number of hairy root 
clones in our laboratory. The rules are given in terms of cell age but are in fact identical 
to branching rules implicit in the model by Hackett and Rose (1972).
i) New lateral branches are formed at a point on the root where the cells in the parent 
branch have reached a fixed age, ab. This branching age is the same for all parts o f the 
root.
ii) Once started, branching continues in such a way that the distance on the parent 
branch between branch points equals a constant value, Aa.
(2.5)
2.2. DETERMINISTIC BRANCHING MODEL
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iii) The first new branch is formed on a parent branch when the oldest cells in the 
parent branch have reached an age ab+Aa. In other words, the distance, in age, between 
the base o f a parent branch and the first of its branches equals Aa, the distance between 
branch points. This assumption implies that young branches do not themselves branch 
at their point o f attachment to the older branch. Thus, no more than two branches ever 
join at a branching point.
With this branching model, the age structure of a root can be illustrated 
schematically as is done in figure 2.1. Here the age o f cells at a point on a branch 
corresponds to the distance from the tip of this branch. The root in this figure is shown at 
a point in time when two new branches or tips are formed. The points at which this 
happens, marked A  and B, are indicated by filled circles. Tips o f older branches that 
formed at an earlier time are indicated by an arrow shaped end.
An algorithm for simulating the total number o f tips versus time for this set of 
branching rules or any other set o f branching rules is easily constructed. In the algorithm, 
each branch in the root is represented by a component o f a vector. The component 
representing a given branch contains the time at which a new branching event will occur 
on this branch. To start the simulation, the vector is scanned for the earliest branching 
event. The time of this event, call it t;, is stored as part of the result. The value o f the 
component representing the branch on which the event occurred is increased by Aa and 
the size of the vector is increased by 1. The additional component represents a new 
branch and, for the branching rules proposed above, the value of this component must 
therefore be t;+ab+Aa. After the vector has been updated this way it can be scanned again 
for the next branching. This process is shown below for an initial condition consisting of 




Figure 2.1. Schematic drawing of a root. Old tips are denoted by arrows and newborn tips 
are denoted by filled circles. The newborn tip can form, either as the first tip on a branch; 
the event marked "A", or as a "sibling" tip on a parent branch which has branched 
previously; the event marked "B".
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vector, [to] where the branching time, t0, will depend on how far down from the tip this 
inoculum root was cut. After the first branch has formed, the vector takes the form,
branch 1' h » t0 + A a
branch 2 h -c
+<+II
and clearly, the next branching event must take place on branch 1, giving
branch 1' h ~ k + 2 • A a
branch 2 = k = k + A a + ab
branch 3 h ■ k + 2 • A a + ab
At this point, the next step can yield two different vectors, depending on the relative 
magnitude of ab and Aa. If t^tj,
branch 1' h + 3 • A a
branch 2 h ■ *0 + A a + ab
branch 3 h " *0 + 2 • A a + ab
branch 4 u “ *0 + 3 • A a + ab
while, if tx>t2
branch 1' *0 + 2 • A a '
branch 2 h “ 10 + 2 • A a + ab
branch 3 h " *0 + 2 • A a + ab
branch 4 t4 ■= *0 + 2 • A a + 2 ' ab
The age distribution is easily constructed from the list of branching times as,
f ( a , t ) - C ^ [ U ( a ) ~ U ( a - ti)] (2.6)
where U() is the unit step function and the sum is taken over all values o f tj.
This algorithm is simple to program and can be used for any branching rule which 
has no interaction between branches or even for a stochastic branching rule. Extending 
the algorithm to rules with branch interactions is also fairly straight forward. However,
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the algorithm is not efficient in the sense that the computational time increases 
exponentially with the duration o f the growth period being simulated. It is therefore not
following additional assumption is made.
iv) The ratio of the branching age ab and distance between branch points Aa is 
rational. Therefore, these two parameters satisfy k-ab=l*Aa, where k and 1 are integers. 
To obtain a well defined problem, we will require that k and 1 are relatively prime, i.e. 
that they do not have a common divisor other than one.
This assumption clearly does not place any practical limitations on the use o f the 
model.
Consider now as an initial condition a root on which a branching event occurs at 
exactly time zero. Such an initial condition is always possible by a suitable translation of 
the time axis. All subsequent branchings must take place, and all past branchings did 
take place at points in time that are integer multiples of Aa and ab. i.e.,
and new tip formation therefore always occurs at times that are integer multiples o f Aa/k. 
It is therefore convenient to define Tj as the total number of tips at time i-Aa/k, where the 
total number o f tips include new tips that form at this instant in time. Or,
adequate for more extensive modeling efforts and one must ask if a closed form solution 
for the number of tips is possible. Such a solution is in fact not hard to obtain if the
^tip  form ation = M - a b +N- Aa  , M , N  E Z





Notice that the subscript i can be negative, depending on how the zero o f the time 
scale is defined. An equation for the T;’s is now obtained as follows: Referring again to 
figure 2.1, note that a new tip, indicated by a solid circle, can arise from two types of 
events. The new tip can form, either as the first tip on a branch; the event marked "A", or 
as a "sibling" tip on a parent branch which has branched previously; the event marked 
"B". Let the number of events of type A  be referred as N^; and the number of events of 
type B as NB;. Thus, the number o f newborn tips at time t - i -  Aa/k becomes
(2.9)
Because an event of type A will occur whenever a new tip formed at a previous 
time equal to t -  ab -  Aa = ( i - I -  & )y, and an event o f type B will occur whenever a new 





Similarly, the number o f old tips, indicated by arrow points, must satisfy,
(2.13)




Eliminating N; and M; from the last three equations, one finds the following linear 
difference equation for T(.
T, - T , . t  + 7 } . , . ,  (2.15)
The solution for 7) is given by,
Ti -  2 q - m  (2.16)
j - 1
where the q;’s are arbitrary constants which must be determined from the initial 
conditions and the Q;’s are the roots of,
Q l+k- Q l - 1 = 0  (2.17)
which we will refer to as the branching polynomial.
The initial condition for the difference equation above will depend on the initial 
root and the exact definition of the zero o f the time axis. Consider, for instance, an initial 
condition such that the root at time zero is an unbranched root in which the oldest cells 
have age ab. For this situation, T; will equal 1 for all past times greater or equal than -ab,
so T—l , i=-l,l-l,...,0. Similarly, T; will equal 1 for all positive times less than Aa or T~1
, i= l,2 ,...,k -l. This provides the 1+k equations needed to specify the initial condition for 
equation (2.15).
In figure 2.2, root diagrams and their associated age distributions are shown at 
different times. The age distribution is shaped like a staircase, descending towards 
increasing values of the age. The steps or discontinuities in the function represent points 
in time when new tips were formed. A  step at age a corresponds to formation o f new tips 
at time t - a  and the height o f the step is proportional to the number o f new tips formed at 
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Figure 2.2. Illustration of the root growth process. The root is shown schematically 
three different times together with its age distribution.
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parallel, straight lines, the dynamical behavior of the age distribution is very simple. The 
distribution evolves in time by the movement of the steps towards higher age coordinates 
with a velocity of unity while new steps of the distribution arise at the age coordinate 
zero whenever new tips form. Once formed, the height or width of the steps does not 
change with time and the distribution therefore has a fixed time-independent profile 
associated with it. The shape of this profile is determined from the branching rules alone 
and as the profile moves towards higher age coordinates, the fraction o f it which is 
positioned at positive age coordinates is manifest as the age distribution proper. The 
remaining parts of the profile determine the latent age distribution which will appear at 
later time. The age distribution can now be written explicitly as,
where /=int(t-Aa) and int() is the floor integer value. Physically /  is the number o f time
steps o f size Aa/k taken since time zero. The last term in the expression represents the 
cells that have formed since the most recent branching event, the sum represents cells that 
formed before this event. This expression is only valid for the initial condition given 
above. However, any other initial condition for which an intact root is present at time 
zero can be obtained by a translation of the time axis which would show up as a change 
in the limits of the summation index. A  slightly more convenient expression can be 
obtained if one eliminates the constant C using the initial cell number/0 instead. For the 
initial condition in question, one has,
/.(« . <) -  C ' j ‘ T, ■ |  u{a - 1 + (i +1) • y - ) -  u( a -  t + i
(2.18)
C - I J a b (2.19)
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The total cell number at any time is found by substituting the expression for fa(a ,t)  
into equation (2.2)
The branching polynomial above contains two characteristic times, represented in 
dimensionless form by the integers I and k. In general, a branching polynomial may 
contain a large number of such constants, but at large times the dynamics of the 
difference equation is governed exclusively by the eigenvalue with the numerically 
largest real part. (To avoid confusion in the following, the polynomial roots will be 
referred to as eigenvalues). Thus, a single characteristic time o f the growth process at 
large times can be obtained from this eigenvalue. For instance, the limiting specific 
growth rate at large times, p, is given by,
Setting V h  equal to Aa/k and carrying out the appropriate substitutions and 
algebraic manipulations give,
Aa • p «= In Qp
where QP is the numerically largest real part o f the eigenvalue. It should be stressed that 




from equation (2.22), one would certainly expect the total cell number to increase 
exponentially, while the shape of the normalized age distribution would remain constant. 
Thus, we will seek an asymptotic solution of the form,
(2.23)
Substituting this expression into equation (2.1), one obtains,
(2-24)
° b
Figure 2.3 shows the age distributions for several different values o f a^Aa. The 
large values o f oJAa have small specific cell number growth rate. Thus, roots that have 
the small values of a,/Aa grow faster than roots with large values of a,/Aa. The limiting 
specific growth rate does not give any information about the initial growth dynamics or 
about the duration o f the transient before growth becomes exponential.
For most realistic branching rules, the total number o f tips will be a linear 
combination o f the total tip numbers at all past branching times, i.e. the branching 
polynomial will have the form,
P J Q ) - Q " - , ' i ' c f i ‘ (2.25)
y-O
where the Cj’s are positive. Negative Cj values could conceivably occur if branching 
events were not independent and new branch formation was inhibited by older branches.
It is simple to show, that for this class of polynomials, the following property holds: 
Proposition 1:
The polynomials have only one positive real eigenvalue and this eigenvalue is 
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Figure 2.3. Age distributions. The solid line represents the case for nJ6a.=2„ the dotted 
line represents a,/Aa=17/3 and the long dashed line represents a,/Aa=29/4. For all cases, 
the value o f Aa= is .9 day.
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Obviously, this result greatly simplifies the process o f finding the limiting specific 
growth rate from the branching polynomial. The proof of proposition 1 is given as 
follows:
We will first show that a unique, positive, real eigenvalue always exists. A  positive 
eigenvalue must certainly exist because PM{Q) is positive for sufficiently large values of 
the arguments while it is negative for positive arguments sufficiently close to zero.
That this positive eigenvalue is unique can be seen by induction on the polynomial 
degree: It is trivially true forM  = 1. Keeping in mind that the polynomial is positive for 
large values o f Q and negative for small, positive values o f Q, it is seen that multiple 
positive eigenvalues would imply that the derivative o f PM(Q) had multiple positive 
eigenvalues also. But, apart from the constant multiplier M  which can be divided out 
without changing the eigenvalues, the derivative o f PM(Q ) is o f the form given in 
equation (2.25). Thus, by the induction hypothesis PM'(Q) has only one positive 
eigenvalue and the same must hold forPM(Q).
Finally, let the unique positive eigenvalue be QP and write the remaining 
eigenvalues in polar form as Q0exp(i • 0). Substituting this expression into the 
polynomial gives,
0 - Q o e Y c j Q i e
7 - 0
(2.26)
from which the real part is extracted to give,
A T - 1




Because the cosine function is bounded by ±1, the following inequality must hold,
Writing zero as the branching polynomial evaluated at the positive eigenvalue Qp 
gives,
The two sums are polynomials o f the inverse roots and are clearly monotonically 
increasing for positive values o f the argument. Thus it must hold that,
which states that all eigenvalues are located on a disk centered at the origin and with a 
radius equal to QP. Consequently, the absolute value of the real part of all eigenvalues is 
less than or equal to the positive real eigenvalue. The strict inequality holds for all 
complex values, but it is possible for a branching polynomial o f the form above to have a 
negative eigenvalue equal to minus the positive eigenvalue, e.g. x 2 -  C . For a given 
polynomial it is usually simple to check if this is the case. Ill
The simplest deterministic branching rule is developed in this section. This 
branching processes can be determined by two branching parameters. The limiting 
specific growth rate at large times which may tell us the limiting behavior of root growth 
is obtained by solving the branching polynomial, equation (2.25). The conceptual
m - i
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Go Qp
Qp ^ Qo (2.30)
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framework o f this deterministic branching model can be used to develop more complex 
branching models such as the stochastic branching model and the branching model that 
can account for the change o f the environment.
We will now consider a stochastic branching model, based loosely on the 
deterministic model described in the previous section. In this model, we will assume that 
the age at which branching occurs, ab, and the difference in time between sequential 
branches, Aa, are both stochastic variables, given by some probability distributions. We 
will also assume that all branches have the same probability distributions for the 
stochastic variables, ab and A a. Thus, supposing that a branching event occurs on a 
parent branch at time t, the next branching event will occur at time t + Aa on the point of 
the parent branch at age ab, where ab and Aa are given by the probability distributions. 
The algorithm for the stochastic branching model is identical to the algorithm established 
in the deterministic branching model. However, two branching parameters, ab and A a , in 
the stochastic branching model change randomly, while they are assumed constant in the 
deterministic branching model.
Figure 2.4 shows the result of three simulations of the cell number concentration 
versus time using the following unimodal probability distributions,
2.3. STOCHASTIC BRANCHING MODEL





[ --------] < a b> / < A a >  = 7.715
[ --------] < a b> / < A a >  = 4.751
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Figure 2.4. Cell number concentration from simulations o f the stochastic branching 
model. The value o f <ab>/<Aa> for each simulation is indicated on the figure.
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H{ab)
0,ab <8  
(ab ~ 8) * iflb ~ 18)
r  18
I (x -  8) • (x -  18)dx
,8  < ab < 18 (2.32)
0 ,a b > 18
Although, the three simulations were done using the same parameter values in the 
probability distributions, there is considerable difference between the initial growth rates 
as is also indicated by the different average values o f ab/Aa . The stochastic nature o f the 
branching process gives rise to these variations during the transition period before 
exponential growth is attained. We have observed this variation in cultures where yields 
will occasionally vary significantly between runs even though care is taken to standardize 
the inoculum and to maintain cultures under identical conditions.
In simulation of longer time periods, the law of large numbers takes effect and 
simulations with identical probability distributions for ab and A a predict similar specific 
growth rates at large times. The limiting behavior of the age distributions from the 
deterministic and stochastic models are shown in figure 2.5. The solid line curve is 
obtained from the stochastic model, the broken line curve from the deterministic model 
with the same specific growth rate, p. Also shown, by the dotted curve, is the function 
exp(-p  • a ), offset along the horizontal axis in such a way that it roughly matches the 
shape o f the two age distributions. It is seen that the three curves roughly superimpose 
with the two model distributions oscillating around the value o f the exponential function. 
However, because branching is highly regulated and therefore synchronized in the 
deterministic model, the distribution for this model always contains large discontinuous 
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Figure 2.5. Age distributions o f the stochastic model (solid line) and the deterministic 
model (broken line). The parameter values (average values for the stochastic model) are 
ab=8.0 and Aa=2.0. This corresponds to a specific growth rate o f p=0.1406. The dotted 
curve indicates the functionexp(-p-a) ,  offset along the horizontal axis in such a way 
that it matches the shape o f the two age distributions.
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stochastic distribution, on the other hand, becomes increasingly smooth as time increases 
and approaches the exponential function. The largest difference in the values o f the two 
model predictions is found at the oldest ages when the small number o f branches causes 
large variations in the initial branching rates between the deterministic and stochastic 
models. Viewed this way, it is clear that differences in yields between otherwise similar 
cultures are not necessarily an indication of different specific growth rates but can be 
caused by random variation in the initial branching events.
The specific cell number growth rate in the deterministic model can be found from 
the characteristic polynomial (equation (2.17)) and depends only on the value o f ab/Aa. 
However, the mean value of ab/Aa in the stochastic branching model can not determine 
the dimensionless limiting specific growth rate because there exists a counter example. 
The counter example is as follows:
This example considers the simplest stochastic branching model to prove that the 
dimensionless limiting specific growth rate for the stochastic branching model is not 
equal to the dimensionless limiting specific growth rate for the deterministic branching 
model with the average values o f the branching parameters.
Suppose that the branching rules are as follows:
1) The first new branch on a parent branch is formed when the oldest cells in the parent 
branch have the age a b + Aa.
2) Subsequent branches are formed at a point on the old branch where the cells have the 
age a b, and in such a way that the distance between branch points on the parent branch 
equals Aa .
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3) The age between branch points, Aa, is a constant, while the delay between generations,
a b, is a stochastic variable which can take two values with equal probability. Let these
two values be ab -  e and ab + e .
4) All the parameter values are rational numbers.
The times at which new tips are formed are given by:
't ip  formation = M  ' {flb ~ E) + N  ' (ab + e) + L • Afl
' ( £ " (<i‘ " E)+£ " <a,' +c,+i) ' Ao (2-33)
where M, N and L are integers. Because all the branching parameters are rational, one 
can extract a common denominator k, such that the number in the parentheses becomes 
an integer.
( M ' k  , . N - k  , . r Aa
tiipf.rauiioD —  ̂ A(J •(«» c)+  ^  ■(ai  + s ) + L - k y  k
- i ~  (2.34)
One can now use Aa/k as a time step in the analysis. For convenience, let the 
dimensionless parameters m and 1 be defined as follows: m=ab/Aa/k and / = e / [ A a /k \  It is 
clearly that 1 is less than or equal to m . The balance equations for the number of new tips 
of type A  becomes
NJjt) = 0.5 • N (t  -  Aa -  ab + e )  + 0.5 • N (t  -  Aa -  ab -  s) (2.35)
or in terms o f the time step defined above,




M; = Mi_i +Ni_l (2.38)
7̂ - =M ; +N; (2.39)
Manipulating these equations to eliminate M /s and N /s  gives the following 
difference equation for the total number of tips, T;,
T, 0.5 • Ti_k_m_[ -  0.5 • -  0 (2.40)
The specific growth rate after the initial transient is given completely by the root 
with the largest absolute real part. If one can find values of the parameters such that this 
root is not the same when 1 equals zero and when 1 is different from zero, then one can 
prove that the mean values o f the branching parameters can not determine the 
dimensionless limiting growth rate for the stochastic branching rule. The characteristic 
polynomial for the equation is
Q k + m + i _  q , „ + i  _ Q 5. q 2  / _ Q 5 = Q ^<41j
Consider the case with m =l, k=l and 1=0. The root of the characteristic polynomial 
is given by
1 / <
Q  d = - 4 t — 1.6180339887........p 2
consider the case with m =l, k=l and 1=1. The root o f the characteristic polynomial 
is given by
Q'  ‘  1 + + ( 3 + 2 M ) ' 1 " 1-6776506988........
Hence, one can easily see that the dimensionless limiting growth rate for the 
stochastic branching model is not equal to the dimensionless limiting growth rate for the 
deterministic branching model with the average values of the branching parameters.
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Hence, one can easily see that the dimensionless limiting growth rate for the 
stochastic branching model is not equal to the dimensionless limiting growth rate for the 
deterministic branching model with the average values o f the branching parameters.
However, if one can find that the specific growth rate in the stochastic model shows 
the same dependence on the average value of ab/Aa by simulations though there exists a 
counterexample, one can easily predict the number of tips or cell number concentration 
using the limiting specific growth rate o f the deterministic polynomial. To do this, we 
ran a series of simulations with differently shaped probability distributions for ab and A a . 
The types o f these distributions are listed in table 2.1. The result o f the simulations is 
plotted in figure 2.6. The solid curve shows the specific growth rate versus aJAa as 
found using the deterministic model, while the simulation results are shown as the open 
circles. Simulations for the stochastic branching model indicate that the dimensionless 
limiting specific growth rates o f the stochastic branching model fall close to the 
dimensionless limiting growth rate which can be found from the deterministic branching 
polynomial (equation (2.17)) and that the specific growth rate does not depend on the 
shape of the probability distributions used for ab/Aa. Hence, from engineering aspect, the 
dimensionless limiting specific growth rates o f the stochastic branching model can be 
predicted by the deterministic branching polynomial.
2.4. LENGTH DISTRIBUTION
A  natural question to ask is whether the branching rules specify anything about the 
physical shape of the root. Our interest in this aspect o f root growth is motivated by the 
behavior of roots in bioreactors. In reactor suspension cultures, roots tend to aggregate 
into one root mat which increases in density as the roots grow. A  model o f the root shape 
would be a first step in understanding the porous structure of the root mat and the flow
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Table 2.1. Types of the probability distributions for Aa and ab used in simulations.
for Aa
c„ • x" + cn _ x • x n" 1 +  • • • + c0 
—----------— -------------------    , for 0 s  jc s  Aan
/* ““max
I [c„'Xn +c„.l -xn- 1 + - "  + c0]dx 
0 , for otherwise
for ab
c'n -xn + c'n_l -xn~l + - "  + c ,0
r  max
[c '„  • x tt +  c ' „ _!•  x n~l +  • •• + c'0]dx 
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Figure 2.6. Dimensionless limiting growth rate versus a^Aa. The solid line is obtained 
from the deterministic branching polynomial(equation (2.17)). The open circles are the 
dimensionless limiting growth rates o f the stochastic branching rules.
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and transport properties in different parts o f the mat as a function o f time. This 
understanding is clearly needed to accurately model root growth at the growth stage after 
the mat formation. The complete three dimensional root shape is clearly not available 
from the branching rules as these say nothing about the relative orientation o f branches of 
different generations. However, the simpler problem of finding the distance between 
branches can be solved. To this end we define the length distribution o f a root. The 
length coordinate of a point on the root will be defined as the distance, along the root, 
from the base of the root to the point in question. The length distribution is then equal to 
the number o f points on the root at a given length coordinate.
We assume as before that the two branching parameters, ab and A a are constant and
the rate o f the elongation of the root is,
£  ( z 4 2 )
where A/ is the distance between branch points. The length distribution for the
unbranched root in which the oldest cells have age ab used in the initial condition, is 
simply
m , l - 0 ) - h u ( l ) - U ( l - l b)] (2.43)
l b
where lb is related to the branching age through,
A /
l„ ~ a b -—  (2.44)
Since branchings occur with the length difference between branching points A1 in 
the length coordinate, it is convenient to develop the length distribution in the 
dimensionless length coordinate defined as,
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(2.45)
The initial length distribution in the dimensionless length coordinate then becomes,
This dimensionless length distribution will be now be found for the deterministic 
branching rules given previously. The distribution will be found by considering each 
generation of branches separately and then summing the distributions for all generations
be referred to as the zero’th generation. Branches attached to the zero’th generation 
branch will be first generation branches and so on. We will use the nomenclature Z,((*) to 
indicate the dimensionless length distribution o f the i’th generation.
Consider first the zero’th generation branch at a time x • Aa,  where x is 
dimensionless time, i.e. any positive real number. The length coordinate of the tip then is 
(4/A/ + x) and the length distribution is unity in the interval from 0 to (4/A/ + x), and zero 
elsewhere. Thus, the length distribution of the zero’th generation at the time xAa 
becomes,
Considering now the first generation, the first branch of this generation is formed at 
the length coordinate 1, the second branch is formed at 2 and so on. Thus, the value of
The distribution is therefore shaped as a staircase function with a unity increase at each
(2.46)
to obtain the complete distribution. The unbranched root used in the initial condition will
(2.47)
the length distribution is 0 when /  is less than 1 ,1  when /  is between 1 and 2 and so on.
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integer value of /. This increase stops and the value of the distribution drops to zero at 
the coordinate x which is the coordinate o f the tips in all the first generation branches. 
The length distribution of the first generation branches therefore is given by,
where int(x) is the floor integer value of x.
Similarly, second generation branches that are attached to the same first generation 
branch have a length distribution shaped as a staircase with steps of unit width and 
height. The length distribution for all the second generation branches is found by 
summing these functions over all the first generation branches. This procedure is 
illustrated in figure 2.7. The blank steps in the second generation distribution correspond 
to branches that attach to the oldest first generation branch. The cross hatched steps 
corresponds to branches that attach to the second oldest first generation branch, and so 
on. The length distribution for the second generation branches becomes,
We will now state the two propositions that will be used to obtain the length 
distribution o f the i’th generation branches. The first proposition concerns the coordinate 
of the tips in a given generation.
Proposition 2:
Tips in the same generation have the same length coordinate. In the k’th 
generation, at time x • A a,  the tip coordinate is:
(2.48)
0 , t > x
L 2( t , X '  Aa) *= „ (2.49)
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Figure 2.7. Construction of the length distribution for second generation branches by 
summation o f distributions associated with different first generation branches.
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4 . * - * - ( * - 1 ) ^  (2.50)
Proof will be by induction.
The proposition is easily seen to be true for k=l. For branches in the k’th 
generation, where k>l, consider the subset of these branches which have their base at the 
length coordinate j. Obviously j is an integer. By the induction hypothesis, the 
dimensionless length of these branches must be x -  (k -  1 )aJAa -  j  and they therefore 
arose from branching events at the time x • Aa -  Aa(x -  (k -  l)a b/Aa - j )  or 
(k - 1  )ab + jA a.  Branching events on these branches, i.e. formation o f generation 
k+1-branches, occur at times [(£ -  l )ab + j Aa ]  + [ab + iAa]  = kab + (i + j)Aa  and at 
coordinates tk+1>base = j  + i, where i is a positive integer. The time available for growth of 
these k+1-generation branches therefore is x • Aa -  kab -  (i + j)Aa  and the dimensionless 
length coordinate o f their tips is,
4 + 1, tip  ~ 4  + i ,  b a s e+ ̂ -C c-A tf- kab -  (i  + j ) Aa)
“ X - k —— (2.51)
Aa
This result is equation (2.50), evaluated for k+1. It is independent o f j, and 
therefore holds no matter which subset o f k’th generation branches were originally 
considered.///
The second proposition concerns the number o f branches o f each generation at a 
given length coordinate. The length distributions are staircase functions with a step width
of unity, and the proposition determines the height o f the steps in this function.
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Proposition 3:
The number o f branches o f the k ’th generation (k > 0) at the length coordinate 
I, where t  < tkitip is
But this is simply an alternate way o f writing the staircase function from equation (2.48) 
and the proposition thus holds for generation 1.
Consider now the k’th generation. The coordinates o f the bases o f branches in this 
generation are integers greater or equal to k. Let the number o f branches in the k’th 
generation with a length coordinate j o f their base be N^. Invoking the induction 
hypothesis for the k’th generation, one can then write,
Branches in the k’th generation for which the coordinate at their base equals j will 
have one k+1-generation branch at each integer coordinate between j+1 and + Thus 
the total number of k+1-generation branches becomes,
(2.52)
where i -  int(/). Written in terms o f the length distribution o f the k ’th generation,
Proof will be by induction.
For the first generation, the proposition yields,
(2.54)




This can be rewritten as,
£*.,(?> -  (K ,k +• • + J W + (J\rM + ■ • +• • +jvm
i - k
■ 1
j -  1
(2.57)





To evaluate this sum, consider first the last two terms,
kl
(k + l)k(k  - 1) • -3 • 2 + kl = -^{k + 2) (2.59)
By induction, it can easily be shown that this result can be generalized to the last m 
terms in the sum, i.e.
k\i - k
1j  » i - k  - m + 1
• - J
n  n
n - « - j - k + 1 (m - 1)1
Equation (2.58) can therefore be rewritten as follows,
1 i!
(k + 2) (& + 3)--(fc + m) (2.60)




But this is the desired result, the induction hypothesis for k+1.///
Notice, that the above product equals zero if i=k-l. Thus the length distribution of 
the k’th generation is identically zero for coordinates less than k. In other words, 
branches o f the k’th generation are only present at length coordinates greater than k.
Using the two propositions, from that we can find the length distributions for each 
generation, we are now able to find the length distribution for the whole root.
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L(!,T) = Z L k(t,T) (2.62)
The sum runs over all generations that have appeared at the time in question. A
Figure 2.8 is a semi-logarithmic plot o f the length distributions at several different 
times for the case where a,/Aa=13/4. At values of the length coordinate which are 
smaller than the tip coordinate o f the youngest generation tips, the distribution doubles in 
values with each unit increase in the dimensionless length coordinate. This shows up 
clearly on the figure as the increasing staircase function that all the distributions follow at 
low length coordinates. The subsequent discontinuous decreases in the value o f the 
distributions all occur at the length coordinate o f the tips o f a given generation. For 
instance, the point marked 1 correspond to the tip coordinate o f the first generation tips, 
the point marked 2 to the tip coordinates o f the second generation tips, etc.
given generation will be present on a root if its tip coordinate is greater than the base 
coordinate o f the oldest member of the generation, i.e. if,
k<:
x • A a +ab
(2.63)
A a +ab
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Figure 2.8. Evolution of the length distribution for the case where a,yAa=13/4. Time 
increases as one moves from the distributions on the inside towards the distributions on 
the outside. Points marked by numbers correspond to tip coordinates o f branches in the 
generation equal to the number.
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Our primary motivation for finding the length distribution for a given set of 
branching rules, is to gain information about the shape of the root which can then be used 
in determining the structure of the root mat. In particular, it is o f interest to determine the 
density o f the mat as a function of time to model transport phenomena throughout the 
mat. This rather difficult problem will not be pursued further in this study, except to 
mention that a simple limiting density distribution can easily be found from the length 
distribution. Consider a spherical shell of radius t  centered at the base o f the root. If the 
root is stretched so that each point is as far from the base as possible, the branch number 
density on the surface of this shell is given by,
(2.67)
4 • it • r
In reality, the root will not be stretched in the way described above, but will be 
folded such that a given point on the root will be closer to the base than indicated by the 
length coordinate. One possible way o f modeling this folding of the root would be the 
use o f tortuosity factors as used in heterogeneous catalysis to model the deviation o f real 
pores from the idealized straight line pore. The effect o f this folding will be to shift the 
distribution towards lower values o f /. Furthermore, the branches in the spherical shell 
used to derive the equation above will not distribute evenly over the control volume. 
Rather, the branches will fan out from the base, covering only a fraction of the solid angle 
of a sphere. To account for this, the value o f the distribution must be divided by this 
fraction, a number which undoubtedly depends strongly on growth conditions as well as 
the particular root clone. The combined effect of these to points is to shift the true 
density distribution towards higher densities at lower values o f the length coordinate.
The distribution given above is therefore a lower limit on the actual density. Real root
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mats will always be denser and more compact. Equation (2.67) is plotted in figure 2.9 
where the solid line represents the distribution at time 40Aa and the dotted line the 
distribution at time 50Aa. Both distributions are for a value o f a,/Aa equal to 13/4.
2.5. EXPERIMENTS
In the previous sections, we developed the branching rules and the length 
distribution. It is o f interest to determine if the experimentally observed number of tips is 
comparable to the number of tips obtained from the branching rules. To do this, a single 
root culture experiment is required to obtain the experimentally observed number o f tips.
To find two branching parameters experimentally, one needs the times o f the 
formation o f tips which can be determined from the rate o f elongation and the length of 
each branch. These can be obtained from the image analysis of a single root culture.
Once the number of tips is obtained, the weight o f roots can be also calculated from the 
renewal equation.
From the renewal equation (2.4), the derivative of the dry weight X of roots can be 
easily found
C - D w-T(t)  (2.68)
where X is a dry weight o f roots. Dw is the dry weight o f a single cell. It is reasonable to 
assume that the dry weight o f a single cell is approximately constant though there are 
small deviations between cells with different ages. However, it is difficult to obtain the 
dry weight data from the continuous experiments o f a single root because the dry weight 
can only be obtained after harvesting the roots. However, the wet weight data obtained 
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Figure 2.9. Branch number density distributions at different times. The solid line curve is 
at 40Aa and the broken line curve at 50Aa. In both cases, ab/Aa -  13/4.
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weight of a single cell, D w, is no longer constant because the wet weight of a single cell
changes with its age. The wet weight of a single cell may increase as cell becomes older 
and be a function o f cell age. For this case, the wet weight o f roots should be calculated 
from the following equation.
However, it is very difficult to find the rate o f change in the wet weight o f a single 
cell experimentally. Hence, we assumed that the wet weight o f a single cell is constant.
where fcr is the rate o f biomass formation per tip and equals to Io/ab-Dw. A  least square fit
o f the solution of this equation to the wet weight data from all flasks, combined with the 
observed number o f tips is used to obtain values of kr. The observed length distribution 
is also compared with the model length distribution.
Method and material
Transformed roots o f Tagetes erecta obtained by Mukundan (Mukundan and 
Hjortso 1990) are used in this experiment. The hairy roots of Tagetes erecta T3 are 
maintained in 100ml of MS medium (Murashige and Skoog 1962) with Gamborgs 
vitamins (Gamborg et al. 1968) and 30g/l sucrose in 125ml erlenmeyer flasks at 120 rpm 
and room temperature.
2-4 cm long tips of T. erecta T3 are inoculated in 100ml of liquid MS medium in 
250ml erlenmeyer flasks and incubated at 120rpm and 25°C. Each day, each root is
(2.69)
The derivative of the wet weight X  of a root can be written as
(2.70)
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transferred to a sterile petri dish, photographs are taken and the wet weight is measured at 
least twice after which the root is transferred to a new erlenmeyer flask with fresh 
medium. The mean value of the wet weight data is used.
Image analysis
Photos o f roots are examined by image analysis to determine the length of each 
branch. Figure 2.10 shows the photograph of hairy root of T.erecta T3 at day 12 after the 
inoculation. The initial length o f the zero’th generation of this hairy root is 27.8 mm and 
the length o f the branch is 2.6 mm at the inoculation. The rate of elongation for each 
branch can be calculated from the measurements of its length versus time. In this thesis, 
we use the mean value calculated from the rates of elongation of all branches 
(2.22 ± \  .Y2mm/day). A  significant deviation from the mean value is observed because 
the rate o f elongation varies from branch to branch. Once the rate of elongation is 
obtained, the time o f tip formation can be calculated by dividing the length of branch 
when the branch is first observed by the rate of elongation. Two branching parameters,
Aa and ab, can then easily be obtained by the following methods. The time difference 
between sequential time o f tip formations becomes A a and the time difference between 
the time of parent tip formation and the time o f the first descendent tip on this parent 
becomes the branching parameter ab + Aa.
Results
The average values o f the branching parameters, Aa and ab, from the image analysis 
of photographs are
Aa = 0.96 ± 0.52 day , ab -  6.24 ±0 .27  day (2.71)
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Figure 2.10. Photograph of hairy root o f T.erecta T3  at d™ 1 9 ™  •mm by 2.5 mm. * erecta  13 at day 12. The size o f squares is 2 . 5
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The probability distributions for two branching parameters can be found from the 
data o f two branching parameters. Because we do not have a large number of data points 
for Aa and ab, the probability distributions are very rough distributions which are shown 
in figure 2.11. The data points were fitted with smooth functions and the following best 
fits were obtained by 
forAa
-.0003 • x 5 + .007 • x 4 -  .073 • x 3 + .354 • x 2 + .865 • x + .902 (2.72)
forab
-.001 • x 3 + .006 • x 2 + .089 • x -  .258 (2.73)
Using these values of Aa and ab, the number of tips from the deterministic branching 
model is calculated from the linear difference equation for the tip number, equation 
(2.15). For the stochastic branching model, the values o f Aa and ab are given by the 
probability distributions shown in figure 2.11. Each run for the stochastic branching 
model can produce a different result even though the same distributions for the branching 
parameters are used. Hence, we ran 500 simulations. 500 different times o f the 
formation of the n’th tip are obtained. Thus, the average value of these times is used to 
find the time o f tip formation.
Since the states o f the initial cells are unknown, the calculations o f the number of 
tips start after the time o f the appearance o f the first branch, that is, the second branch in 
the model will appear at the time Aa after the time of the formation o f the first branch. If 
a root with two tips is inoculated, that is, one is a parent branch (zero’th generation) and 
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Figure 2.11. The probability distributions for Aa and ab in hairy root o f T.eracta T3. 
Circles are data obtained from the experiments. Graph (a) is the distribution for Aa based 
on 60 data points. Graph (b) is the distribution for ab based on 8 data points.
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generation branch is assumed to form at the time Aa after the time of formation of the 
second branch on the zero’th generation branch. The first branch on the first generation 
branch is assumed to form at the time ab after the time of formation of the second branch 
on the zero’th generation branch. Figure 2.12 shows the number of tips for three different 
flasks. In the flask (a), the number o f tips from both the deterministic model and the 
stochastic model gives a good agreement with the observed number of tips. The flask 
(b) shows that the number of tips predicted by the deterministic model is less than the 
observed number of tips. Most of the branching processes in the stochastic model occurs 
between 12 days and 13 days. The flask (c) shows that the number of tips predicted by 
the deterministic model is much larger than the observed number of tips. The 
experimental observations of the branching process reveal that the branching events occur 
so randomly because o f an injure o f root. Thus, the wet weight data must be fitted using 
the observed number o f tips rather than the predicted number of tips.
Figure 2.13 shows the wet weight data of the hairy roots for three different flasks. 
Theoretically, the wet weight calculated by using the observed number o f tips should 
have a good agreement with wet weight data. The wet weights calculated by using the 
observed number of tips in flask (a) and flask (c) agree well with the experimental wet 
weight data. However, wet weight calculated with the observed number of tips in flask 
(b) is higher than wet weight data after 10 days. The assumption that the wet weight o f a 
single cell is constant may cause the error, but we suspect that the main reason for the 
error is that some of the branches increase rapidly in length and some of the branches 
stop growing, while the model assumes that all branches have the same rate of 
elongation. Hence, the increase o f the age and the rate o f the elongation do not have a 
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Figure 2.12. The number o f tips o f T. erecta T3 in shake flasks. Flask (a) starts with a single 
tip. Flask (b) and (c) start with two tips in a single root. The closed circles are the observed 
number of tips, the open squares are the number of tips from the deterministic branching 
model and the open triangles are the number of tips from the stochastic branching model 
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Figure 2.13. Wet weight of hairy root o f T. erecta T3 in shake flasks. The closed circles 
represent the experimental wet weight data, long dashed line curves represent the wet weight 
calculated with the observed number of tips, dotted line curves represent the wet weight 
calculated with the deterministic branching rule and the solid line curves represent the wet 
weight calculated with the stochastic branching model based on an average o f 500 
simulations.
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the weight o f branch should be proportional to its length, not to its age. Thus, other state 
parameter rather than age should be used in the model and the rate o f change in this 
parameter must be proportional to the rate o f elongation. This experiment also points out 
that the death o f tips or the injure occurring in parts of roots can affect the branching 
processes. These kinds o f injures cause a more complex branching process. Therefore, 
the model should at least account for the death of tips, but it is very hard to model the 
injure occurring accidently at parts of root.
Figure 2.14 shows the length coordinate of tips from day 7 to day 12 on a given 
root. This histogram reveals that the rates of elongation for all tips are not same and the 
rate o f elongation for even a single branch varies from day to day. There is no regular 
pattern to the rate o f elongation. A  mechanical injury may act on branches so that each 
branch has a different rate o f elongation. The length distribution at 12 days is shown in 
figure 2.15. Figure 2.15-a shows the observed length distribution and the model 
distribution which is obtained by fitting the observed length distribution. The curve fit is 
done by changing the rate of elongation to obtain the minimum value o f the integral of 
the absolute value o f the difference between the measured distribution and the modeled 
distribution. The big difference between the observed and the model distribution is 
caused by the fact that the rate o f elongation varies with branches as well as with time.
Flint-Wandel and Hjortso (1993) show that the main tip of this species is not 
immortal in a flow cell reactor where there is no substrate depletion and no oxygen 
limitation. The death o f the main tip is also observed in this experiment (see figure 2.14). 
They also observe the branches close to the base of the primary root do not follow the 
regular branching processes because of the damage incurred at this base. If it is 
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Figure 2.14.The length coordinate of tips of T. erecta T3 from day 7 to day 12. Each bar 
represents a branch and the branches are numbered chronologically according to time of 
appearance of their tips. The hatched boxes represent the zero’th generation, the blank boxes 
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Figure 2.15. The observed length distribution and the fitted length distribution, (a) The solid 
line is the observed distribution and the long dashed line is the fitted distribution, (b) The 
solid line is the partial observed distribution and the long dashed line is the fitted distribution 
where the coordinate of main root base is 30 mm.
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higher generation branches close to the main root base (zero’th generation) do not follow 
the regular branching pattern, then these parts of root and branches should be ignored 
when comparing to the model (shown in figure 2.15-b). The modified observed length 
distribution where some parts of root are ignored depends on what parts o f root is 
ignored. In figure 2.15-b, the two parameters such as the length coordinate o f root base 
and the rate o f elongation are found to fit the modified observed length distribution 
reasonably well. However, there is still big difference between the model distribution 
and the observed distribution. The difference is caused by the assumptions that branches 
are formed regularly and the later branching point becomes far from the main root base. 
The experimental observation of the branching pattern shows that such a regular 
branching point does not occur.
This experiment shows that the rate o f elongation varies among branches because of 
a mechanical damage and the branches close to cut may not follow the regular branching 
processes. The branching rules are more complex than the branching rules postulated 
previously and the death of tips may be important. Hence, the branching rules should 
account for the death o f tips.
2.6. DISCUSSION
A  general age population balance model o f hairy root growth in an unchanging 
environment was presented. Deterministic as well as stochastic solutions for the age 
distribution were obtained. The models could be used to find a length distribution o f the 
root, a rough measure of the root shape. None o f the models explicitly included the tip 
cells in the results for the total cell number. However, including these cells in the result 
is a trivial extension that will require only an additional model parameter, the number of 
cells per tip. The models also ignored the effect of cell death. A  cell death term can be
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added to the model by including an expression for the rate of death at a given age on the 
right hand side o f the population balance equation, equation (2.1). The presence of this 
term will result in a more complex expression for age distribution of an unbranched root. 
However, as shown in this chapter, these solutions can be combined with branching rules 
to give an expression for the age distribution of the whole root. Including cell death in 
the models is therefore not a difficult problem, although it will result in significantly 
more complex expressions for the age distribution solutions.
Central to the models are the branching rules, which describe the process of new 
branch formation. In this study, we assumed that branching was dependent on two 
characteristic time constants: A delay between formation of subsequent branch 
generations and an age difference between branching points within a generation. This is 
probably the simplest model that still captures some o f the essential features o f the 
branching process. More complex branching rules can certainly be formulated, for 
instance by including additional time constants. An alternative branching rule may 
consider another branching parameter. For instance, the first new branch is formed on a 
parent branch when the oldest cells in the parent branch have reached as age ab + Ad 
instead of ab + A a . In other words, Ad equals to the distance, in age, between the base of 
a parent branch and the first o f its branches. The distance between the same generation 
branching points is the same as Aa . Let kx • Ad = lx • Aa where lx and kx are integers and 
are relatively prime and other branching parameters have the same relationships. The 
linear difference equation of the total number of tips for this branching rule can be easily 
obtained.
T, - T , +  T,_, (2.74)
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where the time step i is Aa/kxlq. Figure 2.16 shows the age distributions for this 
branching model. As the values o f Aa/Aa becomes larger, the specific cell number 
growth rate becomes lower. Hence, the third branching parameter, which is the 
difference in age between the parent branch’s base and the first offspring branch’s base,
A a, acts like delaying the branching processes or like accelerating the branching 
processes depending on its value. Casual observations of hairy root clones in our 
laboratory certainly indicate that different clones exhibit very different branching patterns 
and model refinements which could be applied to hairy roots in general will therefore 
likely be difficult. It is also our experience that small changes in the growth conditions, 
such as changes in the pH of the medium or changes in the amount of illumination, may 
be sufficient to change the branching pattern of a given hairy root clone. The two 
characteristic times in the branching rules are therefore not constants for a given clone 
but may depend strongly on the specific growth environment.
Branching rules were used to derive a difference equation describing the dynamics 
of branching. This derivation relied on the assumption that roots are self-similar in the 
sense that the branching pattern on branches of different generations is identical and 
younger branches therefore repeat identically the process by which they themselves were 
formed. This process can be observed experimentally in order to identify branching rules 
and parameter values. For instance, for the deterministic rules used in this study, 
observing a root until the first second generation branch appears provides sufficient 
information to determine both A a and ab. The sum of these two parameters equals the 
period between the time of formation of the initial first generation branch and the time of 
formation o f the initial second generation branch. The time between formation o f the 
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Figure 2.16. Age distributions. The solid line represents the case for Aa/Aa = 1, the 
dotted line represents Aa/Aa = 35/4 and the long dashed line represents Aa/Aa = 13/3. 
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first generation branches, equal Aa . Or Aa can be obtained by using the rate of
elongation postulated in section 2.5. However, one can easily imagine more complex 
branching rules that would require observations to continue for longer time periods. This 
presents a practical problem because it becomes harder to visually observe the branching 
process as the number of branches increases and the model improvement attained by 
increasing the realism of the branching rules is paid for by a decrease in the ability to 
directly verify these rules.
Severely limiting the application o f these models is the lack o f experimental data 
from which model parameters can be obtained. In the next chapter, the models will be 
extended to encompass transient dynamics. This requires coupling with substrate 
balances and results in models that are less amenable to analytical analysis than the 
models presented in this chapter.
CHAPTER 3. UNSTRUCTURED SEGREGATED GROWTH MODEL
To model root growth under transient conditions, we will assume that the state of 
cells in the root body can be specified using a single parameter which we will refer to as 
the cell maturity (Rubinow 1968). The maturity of cells in the root body will be assumed 
to increase with age and will be set equal to zero for cells which have just left the tip.
The maturity concept is basically a lumping o f all the cell stateses into one parameter to 
obtain a simpler mathematical description, a process often used to describe complex 
chemical kinetics. Witten (1991) has discussed the use o f cell maturity as a state 
parameter in mathematical models and stresses the fact that it is often difficult to assign a 
biological meaning to this concept. As it is used in the model o f the root body presented 
here, maturity is a measure o f the change a cell has undergone since leaving the tip and 
can be gauged by the distance from the tip. More mature cells are further away from the 
tip than less mature cells. The rate of maturity increase in the root body will be defined 
in such a way that it is unity at the maximum growth rate. Cell maturity and cell age 
therefore become equivalent under these conditions.
3.1. MODEL FORMULATION
Using the maturity concept, we will first formulate an unstructured, segregated 
model o f the cells in the root body and then combine this model with a substrate balance 
and a model o f the branching process.
Maturity distribution model






where m is the maturity and t is time. rm is the rate o f maturity increase and will be 
assumed to be a function only of the concentration o f the growth limiting substrate, and 
will thus indirectly be a function o f time. As for the maturity distribution, we will let 
f(m,t) indicate the cell number maturity distribution. The associated initial condition and 
renewal equation, the boundary condition at zero maturity, are,
f (m ,t  = 0) = /0(m) (3.2)
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where Rf  is the rate at which cells leave a tip or are produced in the tips and T{t) is the
total number of tips in the reactor. The renewal equation is obtained from a balance over 
cell leaving the tip and simply states that the rate at which cells are released from the tips, 
Rf(t) • T(t), equals the rate at which cells in the root body move away from the state with 
zero maturity, rm(S(t)) •f(Q,t). The rate at which cells leave the tips will be found from a 
segregated model o f the tip cells.
The cells in the tip will be modeled as a population at a steady state in which all 
cells pass through identical cell cycles and, on the average, every other cell at division 
leaves the population to enter the root body. The rate at which cells leave at tip, Rf, is 
found from the cell balance over dividing tip cells and the population balance problem for 





where the subscript t refers to state variables in the tip, N, is the number of cells in a tip 
and M, is the maturity at division o f the tip cells. Assuming as above that the rate of 
maturity increase is only a function of the concentration o f the growth limiting substrate,
The use o f a single state variable to describe the state o f a cell clearly implies that 
cells o f zero maturity are all identical, irrespective o f whether or not they in the future 
remain in the tip or start undergoing terminal differentiation. Thus one must conclude 
that the rate of maturity increase is identical in cells of zero maturity also and the renewal 
equation can therefore be written more simply as,
As for the maturity distribution, the total cell number at time t is obtained by the
integration o f the maturity distribution over all cell maturities. The dry mass o f the 
biophase at time t, X(t), can be obtained by,
this problem is easily solved and substituting the result into the renewal equation gives,
(3.5)
A M - 7 7 - n oM,
(3.6)
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Y (f) = J  D w(m )-f(m ,t)dm  (3.7)
where D w(m) is the dry mass o f a single cell at a given maturity m.
Substrate balance
Substrate may be consumed by all parts of the root, although one would assume that 
the tips, in which new cells are produced, are the primary consumers. The substrate 
balance must therefore have two uptake terms, one for uptake by the tip cells and one for 
uptake by the cells in the root body. The rate o f uptake by the tips can be written simply 
as the rate o f cell release from all the tips, T(t) 'R^t), divided by a yield. The uptake 
from the root body must be calculated by an integration over the state space o f the rate of 
cellular uptake multiplied by the number of cells in the given state. The substrate balance 
can thus be written,
d(S  • V J  T{t) R { c w
dt - F -{Sp - S ) — -— - 1 -  f rs(m ,S )-f (m ,t)dm  (3.8)
where SF is the substrate concentration in the feed stream, F is the feed rate, Y the yield 
o f cells from the tips per amount o f substrate consumed, rs(m,S) the rate o f substrate 
consumption by cells o f maturity m and Vm the volume o f the medium.
As opposed to most microbial fermentations, the medium volume does not remain 
even approximately constant in cultures o f transformed roots. In our laboratory, we often 
see that older cultures consist primarily o f root tissue with only small amounts o f medium 
left. However, although the medium volume may decrease substantially with time in a 
root culture, the total culture volume remains reasonably constant. We will therefore 
assume that the sum of the medium and the root volume is constant. Furthermore, we 
will split the root volume into two phases, the volume o f the cytoplasm, which house
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almost all the metabolic reactions in the cell, and the volume o f the vacuole, which is 
primarily water. The volume of the vacuole is typically small in younger cells and as the 
cells mature much of the size increase is caused by an increase in the size o f the vacuole. 
The sum of the volumes o f the three phases equals the constant reactor volume, i.e.
where VR is the reactor volume and Vm, Vc and Vv are the volumes o f the medium, the 
cytoplasm and the vacuole respectively. The rate equation for the change in substrate 
concentration now becomes,
Implicit in the use of the maturity concept is the assumption that one state parameter 
is sufficient to fully describe the state o f a cell. But if this is the case, cells with the same 
maturity must necessarily have the same volume of cytoplasm and the same volume of 
the vacuole. The total cytoplasmic and the total vacuolar volumes in a reactor can thus 
be found by integration over all states o f cells.
where vc(m) and vv(m) are the volumes of the cytoplasm and the vacuole respectively, in 






Equations (3.1-3.3), (3.6-3.7) and (3.9-3.12) constitute the mathematical model of 
the root biophase. The functions D w(m), rs(m,S), vc(m), vv(m) and rm(S) are all empirical 
and must be determined experimentally for a given root clone for the model to be 
complete.
Branching rules
Branching events will be assumed to occur according to a set o f rules, virtually 
identical to those used in conjunction with the age distribution problem, except that the 
fixed branching age, ab, will now become a fixed branching maturity, mb, and the age 
distance between branch points, Aa ,  will become a maturity difference, Am.
3.2. MODEL SIMPLIFICATION AND SOLUTION
The model equations will be solved by considering time intervals over which no 
new tips are formed. The solution in such an interval is found by integration of an initial 
value problem. The value o f this solution at the end point of the interval then provides 
the initial condition for the problem in the next interval except for T(t) which must be 
incremented by the number o f new tips formed at that point in time. The problem of 
finding the complete solution is thus split into two separate problems: Solution of a set of 
initial value problems and determination of the branching dynamics.
Branching dynamics
The total number of tips is still determined by a difference equation such as 
equation (2.15). However, the time indicated by the subscript i is now given by a more 
complex expression than for the age distribution. Proceeding as before, the times at 
which branching events occur can be found by a method similar to that which was used 
for the age distribution problem. First note, that because the rate o f maturity increase is 
independent o f the maturity itself, the maturity increase in a given time period is identical
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for all cells. A  well defined maturity increase can therefore be associated with any time 
interval. Let now the time scale be chosen such that the first branching event takes place 
at time 0. Subsequent branchings must take place after a maturity increase equal to the 
sum of integer multiples o f mb and Am. In other words, the maturity increase required to 
reach a branch point is,
where mb/Am=l/k and M, N, 1 and k are positive integers, 1 and k relatively prime. The 
times at which branchings can occur, t;, can therefore be found by solving
Solution for the maturity distribution
As a prelude to putting the model equations into the form for an initial value
m (t)  = M  • mb + N  • Am
= { M - l + N - k ) ’ —
K
(3.13)
rm($ ( r ) ) d x - i (3.14)
problem, we first find a closed form solution for the maturity distribution using the 
method o f characteristics, (Rhee et al. 1986). This solution is,
f0( m - m \ t ) ) , m > m \ t )
(3.15)
where t0 is found by solving,
(3.16)
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and t n{ t )  is given by,
m '(<) -  Jo r J S (f ) )d t ' (3.17)
Notice that m*(t) is simply the increase in cell maturity between time 0 and time t
and is the solution o f the initial value problem,
(3.18)
The solution for the maturity distribution is mathematically identical to that o f the 
age distribution under constant growth conditions. The maturity distribution is a 
piecewise constant function of fixed shape that translate towards higher values of 
maturity at larger times. However, as opposed to the age distribution, the rate of 
translation is not constant but equals to rm, the rate of maturity increase. A  closed form 
solution for the maturity distribution for an initial condition for which the root at time 
zero is an unbranched root in which the oldest cells have maturity mb is obtained by 
analogy with the previous solution for the age distribution, equation (2.18) as,
where /  = int
The expression above is only valid for the given initial condition but solutions for 
other initial conditions can be obtained by a change in the limits o f the summation index.
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Simplifications
The balance equations, (3.10), (3.11) and (3.12), contain several terms o f the form,
and the derivative o f these with respect to time. Because it is computationally expensive 
and difficult to evaluate these integrals numerically in each integration step, it pays to 
simplify these as much as possible before integrating the differential equations. 
Substituting the expression for the maturity distribution in equation (3.19) into this 
integral, one obtains,
oo
f (m ,t)  • w(m)dm (3.20)
I T ;  f  w(m)dm  
M, . J a_
. • Amm (/)-/■ —
w(m)dm (3.21)
The time derivative is found as,
dQ dQ dm' dQ 




The total cell number as a function of time is a special case with w m 1,
(3.23)
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Using this result, the equations for cytoplasmic and vacuolar volume and for the 
substrate concentration can now be simplified. These simplified equations are listed 
below and, for the sake of completeness, the remaining balance equations are listed with 
them. The sets of equations below thus constitute the model in a form suitable for 
numerical integration. The equations still contain integrals, for instance integrals o f the 
cellular cytoplasmic volume. However, all these integrals are with functions that must be 
given as part o f the model and they can, in principle at least, be solved analytically. The 
goal of the modeler must be to find expressions for these functions that fit the 
experimental evidence yet allow analytical evaluations o f the integrals in the equations 
below. Integration o f the equations is done over a time interval stretching from one 
branching event to the next. The intervals o f integration are therefore determined by 
equation (3.14). At the end o f an interval, a branching event may occur giving rise to a 
discontinuous change in the right hand side o f several o f the model equations. The 
equations with the new right hand sides are then integrated over the next time interval. 
Keep in mind, as mentioned previously, that the exact form of the equations depends on 
the initial condition used. The form below is for a root in which the oldest cells have the 
maturity mb. If the initial condition is an intact root, younger or older than the initial root 
used here, the modified model equations can be obtained by a suitable change in the 
limits o f the summation index or a modified initial condition can be obtained by a 
suitable translation of the time axis.
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The model, as written, consists o f two ordinary differential equations, coupled with 
3 algebraic equations. For computational purposes, the algebraic equations can readily be 
eliminated by substituting equations (3.24.2-3.24.4) into the substrate balance giving two 
coupled ordinary differential equations that can be integrated numerically.
Age distribution
As mentioned already, the result for the maturity distribution is quite similar to the 
result for the age distribution in an unchanging environment. In fact, if the variable 
substitution dm = rm • da is used in the maturity population balance equation, the 
population balance and the branching rules become identical to those for the steady state 
age distribution. The same variable transformation can also be used to easily find the 
transient age distribution from the maturity distribution. If the age distribution is 
then,
fa{a, t) ), t) • rm(t) (3.25)
It is informative to compare the dynamics o f the age and maturity distributions. 
Figure 3.1 shows the age distribution and the maturity distribution in a batch reactor at 
17.6 days. At the maximum growth rate, these two functions are identical. Both are 
piecewise constant and increase in discontinuous jumps, corresponding to one or several 
branching events, as the cell state variable decreases in value. Thus, the distributions are 
shaped as staircase functions and the height and width o f the steps are determined 
completely by the branching rules and do not change with time. As the roots grow, the 
distributions translate towards higher values o f the argument while new parts o f the 
distributions continuously appear at age or maturity zero. However, as the growth rate 
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Figure 3.1. Age distribution and maturity distribution in the batch reactor. The solid line 




maintains its staircase shape but its rate of translation towards higher maturity values 
decreases. The age distribution, on the other hand, continues to translate, with the rate 1, 
towards higher values of age while its value at zero declines. Under transient conditions, 
the shape o f the maturity distribution can still be determined solely from the branching 
rules while this is not possible for the age distribution. However, a complete solution of 
the transient problem is required to determine how much of the latent shape o f the 
maturity distribution has become manifest.
Because the maturity and age distributions behave so differently under transient 
conditions, it can be useful to calculate and display them both as part o f a solution. The 
difference between the two functions provides a qualitative illustration of the history of 
the culture and thus a more informative illustration of its current state.
3.3. SECONDARY METABOLITE FORMATION
Secondary metabolites will be assumed to form according to the following model. 
The metabolites are synthesized in the cytoplasm with rates that may depend on cell 
maturity and the concentrations of the growth limiting substrate and of the metabolite 
itself. Secondary metabolites are not necessarily end-products in a metabolic pathway 
and may be chemically unstable, they may therefore also be consumed by chemical 
reactions in the cytoplasm and the net rate o f formation by chemical reactions can 
therefore be negative. The metabolites may also be lost from the cytoplasm by excretion 
into the medium or the vacuole. The metabolite is not synthesized in either o f these 
phases but may degrade in both. Finally, we will assume that there is no active transport 
of the metabolite between cells in different states. Taking these processes into account, a 
cytoplasmic metabolite balance on a root branch, on cells with maturity m takes the form,
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dvc(m ) -C (m , t )  drm- vc(m) • C{m,t )  
dt dm
= - R j C , m , S , C m) - R v(C ,m ,S ,C v) + r (C ,m ,S )  • vc{m) (3.26)
where C(m, r) is the concentration of the metabolite in the cytoplasm of a cell o f maturity
m, Rm( C ,m ,S ,C m) the rate o f excretion from a single cell into the medium,
Rv(C ,m ,S ,C v) the rate o f excretion into the vacuole o f a cell and r (C ,m ,S )  the net, 
specific rate o f metabolite formation by chemical reactions in a single cell. This balance 
equation, just like the rest of the model equations, is based on the assumption that a single 
state parameter, cell maturity, is sufficient to describe the state o f the cells in the root.
This assumption does place a severe restriction on the kinetics o f secondary metabolite 
formation that the model is able to describe. Because cells with the same maturity, but in 
branches o f different age, are assumed to have the same amount o f secondary metabolite 
at any time, their history must be identical, including the amount o f the metabolite at the 
time the cells first left the tip. But this implies that tip cells contain the same amount of 
the metabolite even though the tips may have been in existence for very different lengths 
of time. This presents a problem if tip cells are a site o f synthesis o f the secondary 
metabolite in question. In that case, one could easily imagine that tips o f older branches 
would contain more of the metabolite than tips o f younger branches. Consequently, one 
would also expect the metabolite concentration at a point in the root body to depend on 
both the maturity o f the cells at that point and on the age o f the branch being considered.
It is also known, that in higher plants, the site o f synthesis is not always the site of 
accumulation and secondary metabolites may move through the root by active transport 
(Taiz and Zeiger 1991). Including a term for this transport rate in the equation above is 
straightforward. However, the resulting balance will only be valid if the metabolite is
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only exchanged between cells o f contiguous maturity, in other words, if active transport 
of the metabolite across branch points does not occur. If transport across branch points 
does occur, separate metabolite balances are required for individual branches as well as 
additional balance equations around the branch points. The branch point balances must 
describe the flux between cells o f very different maturity and require that the two 
different cell maturities at each branch point in the root be known. This information is in 
principle available from the population balance model o f the maturity distribution 
developed above. However, the additional complexity that arises from inclusion o f these 
equations is quite substantial and we will therefore ignore transport o f metabolite across 
branch points in the model presented here.
The balance on the concentration in the vacuole is similar to the balance on the 
cytoplasmic concentration,
d v v{ m ) ' C v( m , t )  drm 'V v( m ) - C v( m , t )  
d t  d m
Rv(C ,m ,S ,C v) ~ r v(Cv,m ,S )  (3.27)
where Cv(m,t) is the metabolite concentration in the vacuoles in cells o f maturity m and 
rv(Cv,m,S) is the degradation rate o f  secondary metabolites in a vacuole.
Solutions of the two balance equations can be obtained using the method o f  
characteristics (Rhee et al. 1986). However, because the form o f the solution depends 
strongly on the form of the rate expressions, a general closed form solution cannot be 
given.
The balance on the metabolite in the medium becomes,
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(3.28)
where Cm is the metabolite concentrations in the medium and rd is the specific rate o f  
metabolite degradation in the medium.
The total moles o f metabolites in the root can be obtained by an integration over all 
cell states,
different kinetic functions that appear in the model, the simplest forms with the desired 
properties have been used throughout.
The increase in cell size with age is assumed to be caused exclusively by an 
increase in the cellular vacuolar volume and this volume is assumed to increase towards 
its terminal value as a first order process with respect to maturity. The vacuole is 
assumed to contain primarily water, thus not contributing to the dry weight o f the cell
(3.29)
As show above, the integrals that appear implicitly and explicitly in these equations 
can be simplified by using the closed form solution for/(m ,t).
3.4. MODEL PARAMETERS AND RATE EXPRESSIONS
Because there is scant empirical information indicating the specific forms o f the
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which will therefore be assumed constant. All cells at a given maturity are assumed to 
have the same cytoplasmic volume and the same vacuolar volume. These modeling 
assumptions give rise to,
D w{ m ) = D w (3.30.1)
v »  = vc (3.30.2)
v > 0  = vmM- ( l _ e 'Vm) (3.30.3)
The rate o f maturity increase will be assumed to follow a Monod expression 
(Monod 1950),
r'(s)~WTs < 3 ' 3 a 4 )
The rate o f substrate consumption by cells in the root body will also be assumed to 
follow a Monod expression. However, the maximum rate will be assumed to decrease 
exponentially with maturity such that substrate consumption is greatest in cells that have 
just left the tip.
r s (m ’s ) = f f n c ' e ~ksm ( 3 3 a 5 )
Transport o f the secondary metabolite between the compartments may be a simple 
diffusion, carrier-mediated transport or active transport (Renaudin and Guem 1990). The 
transport mechanism will almost certainly depend on the secondary metabolite and plant 
species considered. We will assume here that the mechanism of the excretion into the 
vacuole is a carrier-mediated and a reversible process and that the concentration o f the 
carrier increases with cellular maturity towards its terminal value. This behavior can 
readily be modeled by,
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J?„(C, Cm, m ) -  *„ • (C ■ -  Cv • v„) • -2!— (3.30.6)
m + K „
Renaudin and Guem (1990) also state that the mechanisms of the metabolite 
excretion into the vacuole and the medium show a high degree o f similarity. We will 
therefore model excretion into the medium using the same dependence on maturity as in 
the expression above. Thus,
tfl
* J P , m ) -  km • (C • vc -  Cm • V J  • — —  (3.30.7)
m  + K  m
The rate equation for synthesis of the secondary metabolite must reflect that the 
synthesis can occur predominantly or exclusively in a limited part o f the cell state space. 
We will model this by assuming that the rate o f synthesis is normally distributed around a 
given cell maturity. We will also assume that the rate has a Monod type dependence on 
the concentration o f the limiting substrate. Finally, we will assume that the secondary 
metabolite can disappear through a first order reaction. These assumptions result in the 
following expression for the net rate o f metabolite formation,
(  / \ 2 \
2 'tn 2
r ( m - s ) - j ^ c 2 ^ r  " - k ' - °  <3 - 3 a 8 >
The simplest rate expressions, first order kinetics, will be assumed for the rate of 
removal by chemical reaction in the vacuole and medium.
^v(Cv) - ^ * C v-vv (3.30.9)
rd(Cm) ~ k md-Cm (3.30.10)
Finally, as an initial condition, we will use one or several unbranched roots with the 
maturity distribution,
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fo(m ) ~ j j r - l U ( m ) - U ( m -  m0)] Mt (3.30.11)
In any situation of practical interest, the amount o f secondary metabolite in the 
inoculum will be insignificant compared to the total amount produced in the culture. We 
will therefore neglect the amount present in the inoculum and thus circumvent the need to 
specify an initial distribution for the secondary metabolite concentration.





dt  " Vm
F - ( S f - S ) -
Nt f - T S
M, Y - ( K  + S)
Nt t m S
M, ks K + S
(3.31.1)
ve e ft dt dt
dm f ’S
dt K  + S (3.31.2)
VR ~Vm(t) + Vc{t) + Vv(t) (3.31.3)
Cytoplasmic volume:
dVc f ' N ( 'S ' V c
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Vacuolar volume:
dVv r -N , 'S  -vm
dt M ,- (K  + S)  
Secondary metabolites in the cytoplasm:
d(vc -C(m,t ))  d(rm'Vc 'C(m,t) )  vc -pr -5  l• + , ■ gjg  .^ ' I ̂  . • • Q
s2 n-m ] r»j
dt dm
- t . - i C - v . - C . - V J
S + K r 2 • ma 
m
m + K ’
- K ' ( c ' vc - C v 'Vv)
m _ I? • r*» i»
C ~ V  wy t  _. irr r Ctn + a *
Secondary metabolites in the vacuole:
d(v„ • Cv(m,t)) d(rm • vv • Cv(m,t))  
—  +  —
dt
ksv'(C-vc - C v -vv)
dm
m , _
v /  — p —  K d  ' C v  ’ V vm + K „
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~ F ' c m- k md'Cm-Vm
Total moles o f secondary metabolites in the roots:
-  to







Total moles o f secondary metabolites in the system:
CT = CT + C m-Vm (3.31.10)
The parameter values used in the simulations are shown in table 3.1 unless 
specified. For all cases considered in this chapter, the products are not released naturally 
into the medium., Hence km -  0.
3.5. RESULTS
The model was solved by first integrating equations (3.31.1)-(3.31.5) numerically to 
obtain the dry mass o f the root, the substrate concentration, the maturity distribution and 
volumes of cytoplasm and vacuole as functions o f time. Once these functions are known, 
the partial differential equations for the secondary metabolite concentration, equations 
(3.31.6) and (3.31.7), can be solved. This was done by converting them to ordinary 
differential equations using the method o f characteristics (Rhee et al. 1986) and then 
integrating these equations numerically. Finally, the metabolites in the medium and the 
total moles o f metabolites in the root were found from the previous solutions by 
numerical integration of equations (3.31.8) and (3.31.9). IMSL mathematical subroutines 
were used to solve the ordinary differential equations (IVPAG) and integrals (FQRUL). 
Batch reactor
Referring again to figure 3.1, each jump in the distributions in figure 3.1 indicates 
the formation of new tips. The history of the growth dynamics is reflected in the shape of 
the age distribution. At ages higher than approximately 7 days, reflecting the conditions 
7 days or more in the past, the steps o f the age distribution are virtually horizontal, 
indicating a constant rate o f cell formation in the tips. The backwards slanting steps at 
lower ages, indicate a decrease in the rate of cell formation in the tips as the substrate is 
being depleted. Finally, at a cell age o f approximately 3 days, new tip formation ceases
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Table 3.1. Parameters which are used in simulation for unstructured segregated model.
A . 1.2 x 10'8g mb 6.13
N<
M, 5460
SF 30 gn Xo .14 x 10_2g K 6.23 g/1
So 30 g/1 Am .8 10
F .0 2 1/day r 1 day-1 ma 2
K 1.5 g/1 vc 1.4x10"“ 1 k'K m 0.5 day"1
v R 0.51 1.3 xlO-91 K v 2.46 day"1
Y 1.5 x 1 0 V 1 K 0.012 K d 0.001 day"1
?m 1.5 x 10"5 g/day 4.5 x 10'12 moles/day k'rv vm 0.7 day"1
ks .23 Ar 0.053 day"1 Km 1.23
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and new cell formation decline rapidly to zero. The zero value of the age distribution 
between ages zero and 1 shows that no new cells were formed on the last day of the 
fermentation.
As mentioned previously, secondary metabolite formation may not occur uniformly 
throughout the root, but may be restricted to cells in a given cell state. In the model, the 
extent o f this restriction is reflected in the choice o f the value o f the parameter ma and it 
turns out that the value of this parameter has a strong influence on the pattern of 
metabolite formation in a batch run. Figure 3.2 shows the effect of the values o f the 
parameter ma on the formation o f secondary metabolites. The small values o f the 
parameter ma indicate that roots have narrow range o f cell states where the formation of 
metabolites occurs. The maximum amount o f secondary metabolites in roots which have 
the small value o f the parameter ma is reached earlier and the metabolite is degraded 
faster compared to the large value o f the parameter ma. Mukundan and Hjortso (1991) 
show that the maximum content o f metabolites has been observed experimentally. Their 
transformed root, which accumulates three thiophenes, is obtained from Tagetespatula. 
In this study, we do not try to find all parameter values o f this transformed root but show 
how the model predicts the formation of secondary metabolites by manipulating 
parameter values. We do not try to find two branching parameters because we do not 
have any information about the branching processes for this species but try to find some 
of the parameter values such as r,  f m, Y  and pr. Then, Mukundan’s thiophene data are 
compared with the predicted contents o f secondary metabolites for various values of ma. 
This comparison is shown in figure 3.3. In the curve of ma = 1 (long dashed curve), the 
rate of increase in the content o f metabolites in the root is very slow until around 5 days, 
while Mukundan’s data show the content of metabolites increase very rapidly from 4
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Figure 3.2. Effect of the value o f the parameter ma on the pattern of metabolite formation 
in the batch run. For all cases, T0= l. The solid line curve represents ma = 2, the long 
dashed line curve represents ma = 5 and the dotted line curve represents ma = 8.
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Figure 3.3. Comparison of Mukundan’s thiophene data (Mukundan and Hjortso 1991) 
and simulation data. The close circle is Mukundan’s data. The parameter values are the 
same as values given in table 3.1 except r=.23 day.l5 rm=5.7xl0 g/day, Y =3.6xl03g,1 and 
p,=2.1xl0'7 g/day.
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days to around 8 days. Hence, we suspect that the values o f ma for this species is greater
than one. Figure 3.3 shows that the model can predict this kind of pattern o f metabolite 
formation.
In root cultures the distribution o f states in the inoculum is a variable which can be 
manipulated to influence the outcome of a fermentation. The distribution o f states of the 
inoculum can be easily altered by selectively discarding older or younger parts o f the 
roots which are used to make the inoculum. Similarly, the outcome of the fermentation 
can be influenced by varying the amount of inoculum while keeping the state of the 
inoculum constant or by varying the state o f inoculum while keeping the amount of 
inoculum constant. Figure 3.4 shows the effect o f various initial amounts o f biomass on 
the formation of metabolites while the state o f the inoculum is constant. The total 
amount of metabolites produced increases as the amount o f initial biomass decreases.
The large initial amount o f biomass which has a wide distribution consumes the substrate 
faster than a narrow distribution, the small amount o f initial biomass. The high rate of 
consumption of the substrate makes the substrate concentration in the reactor low in a 
short time and the rate of change in the maturity low, too. Therefore, the rate of 
formation of secondary metabolites becomes low and most portions o f cells remain in 
young maturities where the rate o f formation o f metabolites is also low. The effect o f the 
various states o f the inoculum on the formation o f metabolites with a fixed initial amount 
of biomass is shown in figure 3.5. The culture o f a single initial tip produces a large 
amount o f metabolites. In the cultures with a large number o f the initial tips which have 
a distribution with large value at maturity zero, substrates are depleted fast and the 
substrate concentrations in the reactor becomes low in a short time. This fast uptake of 













Figure 3.4. Effect o f the amount of initial biomass on the metabolite formation in the 
batch reactor where T0= l, rm=4.5xl0'5 g/day and Y =1.7xl07 g l. The solid line curve 
represents the initial biomass is 1.81X10"4 g, the long dashed line curve represents the 













Figure 3.5. Effect o f the initial number of tips on the formation of metabolites with the 
same initial dry mass where ma = 5. The solid line curve is T0= l, the long dashed line 
curve represents T0=2 and the dotted line curve represents T0=3.
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values of parameter mm are small, namely that younger cells have high rate o f formation 
of the metabolites, cultures with a wide initial distribution or an initial distribution with 
large value at maturity zero produce a large amount o f metabolites.
Flow through reactor and fed batch reactor
Figure 3.6 shows the dry mass of root and substrate concentration in the flow 
through reactor. At around 24 days, the growth rate begins to decline and the root growth 
follows the zero’th order growth kinetics. The decline in the growth rate is caused by the 
fact that the substrate concentration becomes low. The zeroth order growth phase is 
caused by the fact that substrate is continuously fed into the reactor. This zeroth order 
growth phase is also observed in Hilton and Rhodes’s experiments (1990).
The maturity and the age distribution in the flow through reactor at 50 days are 
shown in figure 3.7. The maturity distribution in the flow through reactor is very similar 
to the maturity distribution in the batch reactor. However, the shape o f the age 
distribution in the flow through reactor at ages less than approximately 22 days is quite 
different from that in the batch reactor where new tip formation ceases at low ages. New 
tip formation in the flow through reactor continues even at low ages because substrate is 
continuously fed into the reactor. The time interval between new tip formations becomes 
longer as the substrate concentration decreases.
Figure 3.8 shows a comparison of the metabolite concentration in the biophase in 
different reactors. The amount o f metabolites produced in the fed batch reactor is the 
largest among three reactors.
Release of secondary metabolites into the medium may be desirable so that they 
may he continuously recovered without destroying the cells. Some of transformed roots 
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Figure 3.6. Dry mass and substrate concentration in the flow through reactor with the 
flow rate, 0.21/day. The solid line curve indicates the dry mass and the dotted line curve 


















Figure 3.7. Age distribution and maturity distribution in the flow through reactor with the 
flow rate, 0.2 1/day. The solid line indicates the maturity distribution and the dotted line 
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Figure 3.8. Comparison o f metabolite content in the three different reactors where T0= l. 
The long dashed line curve is metabolite content in the batch reactor, the solid line curve 
is metabolite content in the flow through reactor and the dotted line curve is metabolite 
content in the fed batch reactor where the initial reactor volume is .51 and the inlet flow 
rate is 0 .2 1/day.
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release secondary metabolites into the medium. If the product is not released into the 
medium, it is necessary to permeabilise the cells to allow the product to diffuse into the 
medium by a chemical or physical treatment (Parr et al. 1987, Brodelius and Nilsson 
1983, Brodelius 1988). It is assumed that the mechanism of the artificial release o f the 
products into the medium is a simple diffusion and the secondary metabolites in the 
vacuole may be also released into the medium by the artificial treatment. Thus, the rate 
o f artifical release o f metabolites should be different from the rate o f excretion of 
metabolites postulated in section 3.4, which depends on the state o f cells, because the 
artificial treatment makes membranes such as plasmalemma and tonoplast permeabilised. 
The rate o f artifical release of metabolites may not depend on the state o f cells. The 
mechanism of the artifical release o f metabolites from the vacuole may be similar to that 
in the cytoplasm. Therefore, the rates o f the artificial release o f the products in the 
cytoplasm and in the vacuole can be modeled by
If products are not naturally but artificially released into the medium, the balance 
equation for secondary metabolites in the medium becomes
It is also reported that the overall yield o f secondary metabolites may be improved 
by adding some absorbents that absorb the secondary metabolites in the medium to 
cultures (Rhodes et al. 1986, Green and Thomas 1992). Suppose that all metabolites 
released from cells are rapidly adsorbed by the absorbents to prevent the degradation o f
R 'm~ k 'm-(C -vc - C m- V J  , for cytoplasm 




metabolites in the medium, then the concentration of metabolites in the medium becomes 
effectively zero and, therefore, can be set equal to zero to model the effect o f absorption 
of the metabolites. Figure 3.9 shows the comparison o f the total amount o f metabolites 
produced in three flow through reactors. One reactor (solid curve) has no chemical or 
physical treatment to release products into the medium and no absorbents. The 
transformed roots in another flow through reactor (dotted curve) release their products 
into the medium by a chemical or physical treatment and absorbents are added to the 
medium. The roots in the last reactor (long dashed curve) release their products into the 
medium by a chemical or physical treatment but there are no absorbents. Furthermore, it 
is assumed that products released artificially into the medium are not degraded in the 
medium (k^  = 0). It is seen that the artificial treatment and adding absorbents enhance 
the metabolite content and that products can be removed continuously from the reactor.
3.5. DISCUSSION
General unstructured segregated models o f hairy root growth are presented. The 
maturity population balance model is used for the hairy root growth in a transient state, 
while the age population balance model is used for the hairy root growth in a constant 
environment. The branching rules in a transient state are also developed under the 
assumption that roots are self-similar in the sense that the branching pattern on branches 
o f different generations is identical and younger branches therefore repeat identically the 
process by which they themselves were formed. The branch processes are fully 
determined by two branching parameters such as a delay between formation of 
subsequent branch generations and a distance between branching points on the same 











Figure 3.9. Comparison o f metabolites amount in three flow through reactors. The solid 
line curve represents metabolite amount in a reactor that has no chemical or physical 
treatment and no absorbents. The dotted line curve represents metabolite amount in a 
reactor that has absorbents and is treated chemically or physically to release products into 
the medium. The long dashed line curve represents metabolite amount in a reactor that 
has no absorbents and is treated chemically or physically to release products into the 
medium.
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The maturity population balance model is used to investigate the configuration o f a 
batch reactor, a flow through reactor and a fed batch reactor. Simulations show that the 
branching formations in a batch reactor stop at a low substrate concentration because the 
rate o f maturity increase becomes low and cells do not mature enough to give rise to new 
branches. However, in the flow through reactor and the fed batch reactor the branching 
formation is still occurring at a low substrate concentration because the substrate is 
continuously fed into the reactor.
The simulations show that wide initial distributions or initial distributions with a 
large value at maturity zero do not always produce the large at total amount o f the 
secondary metabolites. For instance, if roots have the property that younger cells have a 
low rate of formation of secondary metabolites, namely the value o f m„ is large, cultures 
with a small inoculum size o f root or a single initial tip produce a large total amount of 
metabolites. However, if roots have a small value of m„, the wide initial distribution or 
the initial distribution with a large value at maturity zero should be used to produce the 
large amount of metabolites. Hence, the total amount o f secondary metabolites is not 
always proportional to the dry mass o f roots or to the number o f tips.
The highest maximum content o f secondary metabolites occurs in the fed batch 
reactor without the permeabilization treatment and the absorbent addition. However, the 
fed batch reactors may have a problem in the continuous product recovery. Chemical or 
physical treatments to release the products into the medium coupled with the absorbent 
addition may enhance the overall yield of secondary metabolites and make the continuous 
product recovery possible. In this case, the flow through reactor becomes the most 
suitable reactor to recover products continuously.
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The rate o f maturity increase may depend on other culture conditions such as 
concentration of oxygen, other media component concentration, shear stress and light. 
The effect o f other media components on the maturity can be explained by a chemical 
structured model or a segregated-structured model that combines the segregated model 
with the chemical structured model. A segregated-structured model will be considered in 
the next chapter.
CHAPTER 4. STRUCTURED SEGREGATED GROWTH MODEL
In this chapter, we will extend the models developed in the previous chapters to 
structured, segregated models, that is, models which include a description o f the chemical 
structure o f the cells in the culture. As before, we will distinguish between cells in the tip 
and the cells in the root body, but the state o f these cells will be given by specifying the 
concentration o f the chemical components in the cell. Because the number o f chemical 
components in a plant cell is in the order of thousands, it is not feasible to model the 
concentration o f each o f these. The chemical constituents in the biophase are therefore 
lumped into a few classes, referred to as pseduocomponents, for which a reaction network 
and rate equations are postulated. This modeling assumption is sketched in figure 4.1. In 
figure 4.1, S is the vector o f the substrate concentrations in the abiotic phase, C is the 
vector o f concentrations o f pseudocomponents in the tip cells. C is the vector of 
concentrations o f pseudocomponents in a cell in the root body. The arrows between the 
abiotic phase and the tip phase, or the root body phase represent mass fluxes. The arrow 
between the tip phase and the root body phase represents cell movement from the tip 
phase to the root body. Furthermore, the root body phase will be split into two 
compartments representing the cytoplasm and the vacuole. Superscripts v and c on the 
pseudocomponent concentration in the root body will be used to indicate the 
concentrations in the vacuole and in the cytoplasm, respectively.
The abiotic phase will be modeled by a distributed, structured model because the 
abiotic phase is assumed well mixed. A tip has a small, almost constant volume and its 







Figure 4.1. Schematic drawing o f three compartments that are a medium phase, a 
phase and a root body phase.
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cells in tip are all in the same state and have the same moles o f pseudocomponents. 
Hence, tips will be also modeled by a distributed structured model. Concentrations of 
pseudocomponents of cells in the root body may change with states o f cells, that is, they 
are not uniform through states o f cells. Hence, the root body will be modeled by a 
structured segregated model. In the root body, the mass transfer between two 
compartments should be considered. Balance equations for each phase will be discussed.
4.1. MODEL FORMULATION 
Medium
All parts o f the roots may consume substrate. The substrate balance must therefore 
have three uptake terms, the first one for uptake by tip cells, the second one for uptake the 
cytoplasm of cells in the root body and the last one for uptake by the vacuole of cells in 
the root body. The substrate balance for the jth component in the abiotic phase can be 
written,
Rate of accumulation in medium = Net flux in by feed and outlet streams
+ Rate of formation by reaction in medium 
• Rate of uptake by tip cells
- Rate of uptake by the cytoplasm in root body
- Rate of uptake by the vacuole in root body
Or
d(S • V ) p
-  -  F  • (Sf, - 's>) ■ + •  V.  -  r t . - vt - r j - r ;  (4.1)
where f  ̂  is the rate of formation o f component j  in the kth chemical reaction in the 
abiotic phase, SFj is the jth component in the feed stream and F is the feed rate. is the
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uptake rate o f the jth component by cells in the tip. Rcj and Rvj are the rates o f uptake of 
the jth component by the cytoplasms and by the vacuoles in the root body, respectively. 
Vm is the volume o f the medium phase, VT is the volume of the tip phase.
It is assumed that the vacuolar compartment in the tip cells can be neglected such 
that the volume of tip cells equals the volume of the cytoplasm compartment in tip cells. 
It is also assumed that secondary metabolites are not degraded in the tip phase. The only 
flux out o f the tips is a mass flux by cells that leave the tips and enter the root body. This 
flux must be proportional to the rate at which cells leave the tip and enter the root body. 
The amount o f the jth pseudocomponent in a single tip is Cy • vT, where vT is the volume 
of the single tip. The number of cells in a single tip is assumed constant and is denoted
by N t. The amount o f the jth pseudocomponent in a single cell in the tip phase therefore
c .  —
equals — • vT or Cy • vc, where vc is a volume of cytoplasm of a cell. The mass flux of the
jth pseudocomponent due to the movement of a single tip cell into the root body can be 
c _
written asRf 'jj-'VT where R^t,  C, S) is the rate at which cells leave the single tip and 
enter the root body. The overall rate o f change in the jth pseudocomponent in the tip 
phase can thus be written:
where rkj is the rate o f formation of pseudocomponent concentration j  in the kth reaction
in the tip phase and is restricted to the chemical reaction in the tip phase. T(t) is the 
number of tips which can be obtained from the branching rules.
Tip cells




The dry mass o f the tip phase is the sum of the mass o f all pseudocomponents in tip
cells. The dry mass o f the tip phase, D T, and the dry mass of a single tip, d r, therefore
become
D T^ l C r VT (4.3.1)
7 - 1
dr = i  C,  • vr (4.3.2)
1
To obtain the rate at which cells leave tip and enter the root body, the dry mass of a 
single tip is assumed to remain approximately constant. Thus, the summation o f all rates 
o f change in pseudocomponents in a single tip must equal to zero. From this assumption, 
the rate at which cells leave and enter the root body can be obtained.
d d T « dCi  • vT
—— = Y — ;— ■= u =>
dt i - i  dt
» « _  R f » _
2 i  rk r vr
Rr N r l z l l l L   (4.4)
2) C i ' VT 
«'-1
Root body phase
A  general, chemically structured, segregated model can be written as (Fredrickson 
et al. 1967),
| £ + V [ C - / l - o  (4-5)
where /  is a distribution and V£ is a vector operator and equal to
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'  d d d_-
dCl’dC2, ’ "’dCn
This chemically structured segregated model is a multidimensional first order 
differential equation. It is in general very hard to solve this equation analytically and this 
equation does not include the age which we will use to describe the branching processes. 
We will therefore model the root body as the age population balance equation and the 
sets o f the balances for pseudocomponents.
At age zero, the state o f cells is identical for all cells, that is, all cells at age zero 
have the same amounts o f different pseudocomponents because they all arise from tip 
cells which are modeled by a distributed structured model. If the cell age is known, the 
amounts o f different pseudocomponents can be obtained. Cells in the root body at a 
given age have the same amounts o f different pseudocomponents as a function o f cell 
age. Therefore, cell age is sufficient to describe the state o f cells in the root body. Now, 
we can split the chemically structured segregated model into two sets o f equations such 
as one for the age population balance equation and another for balance equations for the 
different pseudocomponents. The age population balance equation is identical to the 
balance equation (2.1) described in chapter 2. The balance equation for 
pseudocomponents is described as below.
Pseudocomponents are synthesized in the cytoplasm and some of them may be 
consumed by the chemical reaction and some o f them may be transferred into the vacuole 
and the medium. Some pseudocomponents in the vacuole may be also synthesized in the 
vacuole compartment and some of pseudocomponents in the vacuole may be degraded. 
The total balances over the cytoplasm and the vacuole on the ;th pseudocomponent on the 
cytoplasm and the vacuole of cells with age a in the root body take the forms,
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vc • Cj ( a , t) • fa{a, 0 | „ -  vc • Cj ( a , t) ■ fa(a , t)\a +da
+ 2 rl i - vc*/«(«» 0 * 7„(<M) ’ ̂  -/?„,• */.(«»0 ‘ d a
k - l  1 ‘
*)•<&) (4.6)
vv' Cj (a , t) • fa(a , 0 | a -  vv • Cj ( a , t) - fa{a ,*)|« +da
n
+ 2  rh ’ vv -f0( a , t ) - d a  + Rvj •fa( a , t ) -da  -  rdj -fa(a, t ) -  da
- ^ ( K ' C J - f . ( a , l ) - d a )  (4.7)
where rĉ  and rvkj are the rates o f formation o f pseudocomponent concentration j  in the &th 
reaction in the cytoplasm and the vacuole o f a cell in the root body, respectively, and are 
restricted to the chemical reaction. Rmj and are the rates o f excretion o f the jth 
pseudocomponent into the medium and into the vacuole, respectively. rdj is the rate of 
degradation of the jth pseudocomponent in the vacuole compartment. vc and vv are 
volumes o f the cytoplasm and the vacuole o f a single cell, respectively. Suppose that the 
active transport o f pseudocomponent across the branching points is assumed to be 
ignored as discussed previously. The balances above become
dvc - q  dvc - q  n 
dt + da
dvv- q  dvv- q  »
•v*+ *W " r*  (4-9)
The initial conditions for the above balance equations are
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Cj (a , t  = 0) = C/0 , for a > t (4.10.1)
Cj(a = 0, t )  = Cj(t) • -  • -J- , for a < t (4.10.2)
Vc
Cj(a , t  = 0) = C/0 , for a > t (4.10.3)
Cj(a  = 0 ,f )  = 0 , for a < t (4.10.4)
The branching process
The branching processes are very important in modeling a root culture. The 
branching processes may be determined by the amounts o f some pseudocomponents. 
However, it is very difficult to figure out which pseudocomponents are involved in the 
branching processes. Hence, we will use the branching model described in chapter 3. 
Therefore, the maturity population balance equation will also be needed to obtain the 
number o f tips. The model thus consists o f the age population balance equation, the 
maturity population balance equation and sets o f balance equations for the 
pseudocomponents. It is already shown in chapter 3 that the age population balance 
equation can be transformed to the maturity population balance equation by using 
equation (3.25). Therefore, the age population balance equation becomes the maturity 
population balance equation described in chapter 3.
Balance equations for pseudocomponents, equation (4.8-4.9), can also be 
transformed to balance eqautions based on the maturity by the variable transformation.
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dvc • Cf dvc -Cf  - c
 L +  L • r x= 2  rki • v - R  . - R  ■ =>
dt dm m k-i  h c VJ m]
dvc • Cf drm • v • Cf c drm - c
 - + — —̂ L-  vc • Cf • j  rcki • vc - /?  . - /?  . =>
a; am c 7 am *-i 41 c 17
avc -C? drm-vc -Cf  « ci r L+— (4-I2)
dv -C* dv -C* 
dvv - Cj  drm-vv - q  drm «, v
— ^ —  + -----Z--------------- Vv "Cj 'Z— ”  2  7a; • vv + * w - r rf: =s>a* am 7 dm * -i 7 7
av, • C,v drm • v„ • Cf n
dt + dm (4.13)
The initial conditions for the above balance equations becomes
Cf(m, t  = 0) *= CJ0 , for m > m ’ (4.14.1)
Cf(m =0, t )**Cj ( t ) '  — - j -  , for m < m *  (4.14.2)
vc ■*»<
C;v(m, t -  0) = CJ0 , for m > m* (4.14.3)
CJ(m -  0, r) -  0 , for m < m * (4.14.4)
where
m ■ - / / - r f * '  <4-15)
Thus, we will model the root body as a set of the two dimensional first order partial 
differential equations and solve the maturity population balance equation instead o f the
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multidimensional first order partial differential equation (4.5). Now, we consider the 
other equations such as the rate at which cells leave tips and enter the root body, the dry 
mass o f the root body etc.
In chapter 3 it was shown that the rate of maturity increase is proportional to the 
rate at which cells leave tips and enter the root body.
rmocRf (4.16)
The total cell number/(r) and the dry mass XB(t) in the root body at time t become
^(0 = J  f {m, t )dm  (4.17)
XB{t) = D w(m, t ) - f (m, t )dm  (4.18)
where Dw is the dry mass o f a single cell in the root body at a given maturity m. The 
balance equation for the jth intracellular pseudocomponent released into the medium, C“ , 
becomes
dC? -Vm r -
I  Kmj - f ( ' n , t ) d m - F - C ” - k mJj-Cj'  (4.19)
where is the degradation rate constant o f the jth intracellular pseudocomponent in the 
medium. The dry mass o f a single cell in the root body equals the sum of mass o f all 
pseudocomponents in the cytoplasm and the vacuole. The dry mass o f a single cell, Dw, 
can thus be written as
D w - 2 ( c ; - v c+cr-v, )  (4.20)
i  m l
The total dry mass in the root body is obtained from equation (4.18) or from the 
following equation.
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X a ( t ) - 1 C T. (4.21)
1 >
where is the total amount o f the jth pseudocomponent in the root at a given time and 
can be obtained by the following equation.
CT(t)  = [ CJ- vv + CJ ■vc] - f (m, t )dm  (4.22)
Uptake rates o f the jth substrate components by the cytoplasms and by the vacuoles 
o f cells in the root body can be obtained by an integration over the state spaces o f the rate 
of cellular uptake multiplied by the number o f cells in a given state. The substrate 
balance equation for jth component, equation (4.1) now becomes,
d{S-, • Vm) P
-  F  • [SF. -  Sj) + £  f kj • V„ - R Tj • Vr
- f  ‘ vv{m)dm
Jo ’
-  00
-  I r cm (m,Cc) - f (m, t )  • vc{m)dm (4.23) 
Jo ’
where rvmj and rcmj are the rate o f the j'th component consumption by a vacuole and by a 
cytoplasm in a single cell o f maturity m in the root body, respectively. As mentioned in 
chapter 3, the medium volume decreases substantially with time. Thus, the constant 
reactor volume is written as
^ “ Vm + Vt + K + V c (4.24)
where VR is the reactor volume. Vc and Vv are the total volumes o f the cytoplasms and
the vacuoles o f cells in the root body. The total cytoplasmic and vacuolar volumes in the
root body can be found by the integration over all states
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W - J # Vc( m ) - f { m , t ) d m
i*
Vv(t) = Jo vv( m )dm (4.25.2)
(4.25.1)
The rate o f change in the jth component concentration now becomes,
The model consists o f the balance equations for the extracellular 
pseudocomponents, the balance equations for the pseudocomponents in the tip cells, the 
balance equations for the pseudocomponents in the root body cells, the maturity 
population equation and the linear difference equation for the branching processes. The 
medium and the tips are modeled as the distributed structured model and the root body 
are modeled as the structured segregated model. In the next section, the kinetic 
expressions will be discussed.
Our kinetic expressions will be based on kinetic expressions o f the Hooker and 
Lee’s structured model (1992) with minor changes. They developed the structured model 
based on three extracellular pseudocomponents and five intracellular pseudocomponents: 
carbohydrate substrate concentration, Se, activated carbohydrate substrate concentration, 
Ge, noncarbohydrate substrate concentration, N,  total intracellular nutrient concentration, 
Z, structural intermediate concentration, Z \  structural component concentration, B,
4.2. MODEL PARAMETERS AND RATE EXPRESSIONS
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secondary metabolite concentration, M,  and mass concentration lost due to respiration, R.  
Table 4.1 shows the definitions o f pseudocomponents. It is assumed that no intracellular 
pseudocomponents are to be released into the medium phase unless roots are treated 
artificially to release into the medium phase. The conceptual diagram of kinetic 
expressions is shown in figure 4.2.
Medium phase
The carbohydrate substrate is converted to the activated carbohydrate substrate with 
the extracellular activation rate which is analogy of the Michaelis-Menten kinetics. The 
rate o f change in the carbohydrate substrate becomes
where k, is the substrate activation rate constant. Suppose that one just focuses oneself 
on the time interval between two sequential branching events. Then, the rate of change in 
the volume of tip phase becomes zero because no branching event occurs in this time 
interval. Therefore, the rate o f change in the carbohydrate substrate becomes
H i  J_
dt  “ K,
_ K - S . - ( V t + V, + VJ ( d V v
F -{s‘> - s ‘> k Z T s,  • ' \ d T + ~ F (4.28)
The activated carbohydrate substrate and the noncarbohydrate substrate are 
assumed to be consumed by cells in the tip and by the cytoplasm of cells in the root body. 
The uptakes o f the activated carbohydrate substrate and o f the noncarbohydrate substrate 
by the vacuole o f cells in the root body are assumed to be neglected. The rates o f the 
activated carbohydrate substrate and noncarbohydrate substrate are as follows:
I l l





G, Activated carbohydrate substrate 
concentration
Monosaccharides (Glucose and Frutose)
N Noncarbohydrate substrate 
concentration
Trace elements (Minerals and Vitamins)
Z Total intracellular nutrient 
concentration
Z' Structural intermediate 
concentration
Synthesis or Catalytic agents (DNA, RNA 
and Enzymes)
B Structural component 
concentration
Nonsoluble portions o f cell mass 
(Celluloses, Some other nonstorage 
polysaccharides, Lipids, Protein, Forming 
cell walls and other structural features)
M Secondary metabolite 
concentration
Growth-competitive metabolite and 
non-growth-competitive metabolite
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Se —> Ge N
B B
TIP ROOT BODY
Figure 4.2. Conceptual diagram of kinetic expressions postulated in Hooker and Lee’s 
structured model (1992).
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d G t _ 1 
dt ~ V m
- F G  +





k u' G e 'VT f «>ku-Ge -vc - f (m, t )
 ;— —------------------ —---------------------------- dm
Y ' ( K mu + Ge + N )  Jo Y - ( K mu + Ge + '-'■ N )
(4.29)
dNe j _  
dt  " v i
k - N - V r C K
Jo YY  • (Kmu + Ge + N )   -(Kmu + Ge +N)
dm (4.30)
where k„ and k u are the substrate uptake rate constant in the cytoplasm of cells in the root
body and in the tip, respectively. Y  is a yield of the intracellular nutrient per extracellular 
substrate.
Tip cells
It is assumed that there is no degradation of any pseudocomponents in the tip cells. 
The total intracellular nutrient in the tip phase is converted to structural intermediate 
pseudocomponent and to non-growth-competitive secondary metabolite by the second 
order and the autocatalytic reaction. The overall rate o f change in the total intracellular 
nutrient concentration in the tip phase, Z, is
d Z ' V T k u-VT'(N + Ge) _      Rf _
— r 1 —  --------  (kbl + kml) ' Z  -Z 'VT- - f - Z - V T (4.31)
dt K mu + Ge + N  bl ml N, T K ’
where k hl is the substrate intermediate rate constant and kml is the non-growth-competitve
secondary metabolite rate constant. Structural intermediate pseudocomponent, Z , will 
form structural pseudocomponent, B,  and growth-competitive secondary metabolite by 
the first order reaction. The overall rate o f change in the structural intermediate 
pseudocomponent concentration in the tip phase, Z*, is
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d Z -VT 
dt
(4.32)
where k b2 is the structural intermediate pseudocomponent rate constant and k m2 is the
growth-competitve secondary metabolite rate constant. In this chapter, the secondary 
metabolite concentration is referred to as sum of the growth-competitve secondary 
metabolite and the non-growth-competitve secondary metabolite. The overall rates o f 
change in structural pseudocomponent concentration, B,  and in secondary metabolite 
concentration, M , in the tip phase become
From equation (4.4), the rate at which cells leave and enter the root body becomes
icu-(N + Ge) vt -N,
(4 .3
; K mu + Ge + N  d T
Hence, the rate of maturity increase can be written from the relationship between 
the rate of maturity increase and the rate at which cells leave and enter the root body
r - ( N + Ge)
 7 — \r (4~3K mu+ G e + N
where f  is the maximum rate constant o f maturity increase. The dry mass o f the tip 
phase, Dy,  and the dry mass o f a single tip, d-  ̂become
D t = {Z + T  + B + M ) - v T-T{t)
d B ' V r
dt
(4.33)
d M - V T
dt
(4.34)
= (z+F+ b + m ) ' V t (4.37.1)
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—  D t
= (Z + Z + B + M ) ■ (4.37.2)
Root body phase
As mentioned before, the root body is split into two compartments. All the 
pseudocomponents in both the compartments are considered. However, we assume that 
only the secondary metabolite is transferred between two compartments and the mass 
transfer o f any other pseudocomponents is ignored. Furthermore, no pseudocomponents 
are released into the medium phase. Most o f the reactions in the root body phase are 
identical to reactions in the tip phase. However, the degradation of the structural 
pseudocomponent and the secondary metabolite must be considered. The overall rate of 
change in the total intracellular nutrient concentration in the cytoplasm o f a cell, Z, is
intermediate pseudocomponent concentration in the cytoplasm o f a cell in the root body,
dZ-Vc | drm- Z - v c ku-(N + Ge)'Vc 
dt dm Kmu + Ge + N
(4.38)
where fcT is the maximum respiration rate. The overall rates o f change in the structural
Z*, and in structural pseudocomponent concentration, B,  become
~ k h r Z - Z ' - v c -  (kb2 + km2) • Z* • vc (4.39)




where kj is the endogenous metabolism rate constant. Secondary metabolite may be 
transferred into the vacuole compartment and be degraded in the vacuole compartment. 
The possible mechanisms o f transport of the metabolites between the cytoplasm and the 
vacuole may be a simple diffusion, a carrier-mediated transport or an active transport 
(Reunaudin and Guern 1990). This transport process may vary with the types o f the 
metabolites and the species. Hence, the transport mechanism between two compartments 
is assumed a carrier-mediated transport and a reversible process. Furthermore, the 
concentration of the enzyme that is involved in the transport is assumed to be 
proportional to the cellular maturity and the same enzyme is involved in the efflux and 
the influx transport. The degradation reaction is assumed to be modeled as a first order 
reaction. The overall rates o f change in secondary metabolite concentration in the 
cytoplasm of a cell in the root body, M c, and in the vacuole o f a cell in the root body, M v, 
become
where is the mass transfer rate constant o f the secondary metabolite and k ^  and k,,c 
are the degradation rate constants o f  secondary metabolite in the vacuole and the 
cytoplasm, respectively. The dry mass of a single cell of maturity m at a given time 
becomes
dMc 'Vc drm - M c -vc 
dt + dm
(4.41)
dMv • vv drm • M v • vv 
dt + dm K .  • ■ vc -  AT • v„) • — (4. 42)m + K m
D w( m , t ) ~ v c ' ( Z + Z  + B + M c) + vv - M v (4.40)
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Therefore, the dry mass o f the root body can be calculated by equation (4.19) or 
equation (4.22). The dry mass o f whole root, X{ t ) and the total amount of the secondary 
metabolites in the reactor, M(t),  at a given time t are
Dw(m,t) '  f (m, t )dm  (4.43)
_ oo .
M{t)  = J (M c(m , t) • vc + M v(m, t ) - v v) •f ( m , t )dm
+ M -  VT + M m(t) -Vm (4.44)
where Mm is the concentration o f secondary metabolites in the medium phase if any 
metabolites are released into the medium artificially. Otherwise, Mm equals to zero. 
Branching rule and maturity distribution
The branching rule used here is the same branching rule used in chapter 3. The total 
number o f tips at a given time, tj, can be calculated by the following equation.
T i - T ^  + T ^  (4.45)
where the times when branchings occur, t;, can be found by solving
w*(r,) = i • —p  , i E Z  • • • (4.46)
K
Once the knowledge of the total number of tips is obtained, the maturity distribution 
can be easily found. Suppose that the initial condition is a single root and the oldest cells 
have the maturity m0. The initial distribution becomes,
U m ) - ^ C ^ - l U ( m ) - U ( m - m a)] (4.47)
r  • aT
where t/(*) is the unit step function, and the expression for the maturity distribution 
becomes




+ —— L —^ y  r  •a A  ;r - d r ; - i
ku-vT-Nt




, i = int
m A: 
Am ,
Several integral forms in equations (4.29), (4.30), (4.43) and (4.44) can be 
simplified by the method postulated in chapter 3. Suppose that the cytoplasmic volume is 
constant in the whole root and during the operation time. The rate o f change in the 
vacuolar volume, vv, has been chosen in the same expression described in chapter 3.
vv(m) -  vmax * ( i _ e "̂  M)




dt  "V L
F '{ S ef- S e) - W ( V r  + Vv + Ve)





Activated carbohydrate substrate balance:
dGc j _  
dt  “ K ,
„  „  K ' S . ' { v r + v v+ v c) ' „  ( d v v d v ;
- F-G,  + ----------—------   +  <? * —— + ——
Kma+Se V dt dt t
ku'Ge 'VT r '»Ku ' U e 'Vc -J\
Y ' ( K mu + Ge +N)  Jo Y-(Kmu + Ge
k G -v '}{m,t)  
+N)
dm (4.50.2)
Activated noncarbohydrate substrate balance:
dNe l
dt Vm
,F . ( N r N ) + N . l ^ + ^
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ku ' N - V T r°° ku-N • vc - f (m, t )  ^
" y - ( F mu + Ge +JV)'Jo Y ' ( K mu + Ge + N )  m
Maturity increase:
rm
f ' ( N  + Ge)
K mu + Ge + N
Volume balance:
VR = Vm(t) + VT(t) + Vc(t) + Vv(t) 
Cytoplasmic volume in the root body phase:
dVc ku -VT'Nt r - { G . + N )
——  -------= ------------------ --— • v, • T(t)
dt f - d T G , + N + K m,
Vacuolar volume in the root body:
dVv I m- v T- Nr  yma f ( G . + N)  r y  f  
dt f ' d T Ge + N  + K mtl [ j -o '
+  ( e ~K ' m '  - e ~K  ■("’ +m°))]
Total intracellular nutrient in the tip phase:
d Z - V T ku'VT’ (N + Ge) r
(kbl + kml) Z Z VT
dt K mu + Ge + N
k u -(N + Ge) vT- Z ' V T
K mu+ G e + N  dj
Structural intermediate in the tip phase:
dZ  • VT -  _







Structural component in the tip phase:
d B - V T _  — ku-{N + Ge) vT- B - V T
dt K mu+ G e + N  d T
Secondary metabolite in the tip phase:
d M -  VT  . _  _
— — ^ * mlZ - Z  • VT + km2 • Z  -VT
k u'(N + Ge) vt ’M ' V t 
K mu + Ge + N  d T
Total intracellular nutrient o f a cell in the root body phase: 
dZ-vc drm' Z ' V c ku-(N + Ge) • v,
dt dm Kmu + Ge + N
fcr - Z - v c
~(kbl+kmI) - Z - Z  -i
Kmr + Z
Structural intermediate o f a cell in the root body phase:
dZ* • vc drm • Z* • vc , .
— + — S --------K r z  z  - v . - ^ + u - z  -v.
Structural component o f a cell in the root body phase:
d B- v c drm -B • vc
—  + — K , - Z  v . - k y B V '  
Secondary metabolite in the cytoplasm of a cell in the root body phase:
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- K m • (JIT • v, -  M-  ■ v.) • -  «* • AT • ve (4.50.15)
t n + K m
Secondary metabolite in the vacuole of a cell in the root body phase: 
dMv -vv drm • M v • vv , v m
*  ■ + —  (4.50.16)
Parameter values used in the simulations o f the structured segregated model are 
shown in table 4.2 unless specified. With these parameters, the model has been solved 
for different reactor configurations.
4.3. RESULTS
The model was solved by first integrating equations (4.50.1)-(4.50.11) numerically 
to obtain the extracellular pseudocomponent concentrations, the intracellular 
pseudocomponent concentrations in the tip phase, the maturity distribution and the 
volume of each compartment as functions o f time. Once these functions are known, the 
first order partial differential equations for the intracellular pseudocomponents 
concentration in the root body phase, equation (4.50.12)-(4.50.16), can be solved. This 
was done by converting them to ordinary differential equations using the method of 
characteristics (Rhee et al. 1986) and then integrating these equations numerically. IMSL 
mathematical subroutines were used to solve the ordinary differential equations and 
integrals.
Batch reactors
The maturity distributions of the batch reactor and of the flow reactor are omitted 
here because these distributions are similar to the distributions of the unstructured 
segregated model described in Chapter 3. Figure 4.3 shows the dry mass of the biophase, 
the substrate concentrations in the medium phase in the batch reactor. When the
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Table 4.2. Parameters which are used in simulations for the structured segregated model.
d-T 1.41 x 10-6 g F .03 1/day 30g/l
No 2 g/1 S ef 30g/l k„ 396 g/(l • day)
Kma 3.25 g/1 Kmr 3.12 g/1 Kmu 3.25 g/1
Kmu 2.1gn K 1 .2 x l( r 2g /(day  ■ 1) k u 2 4 0 .4 5  g /(d a y - 1)
5 x 10"3g/l kbl 63.2I/(day * g) kbi 9.4 x 10'3I/(day • g)
kb2 52.5 1/day k-bi 7.9 x 10'3 1/day km i .058 1/day
kml 2.9 x lO-6 1/day k  m2 .0 1 1/day km 2 5 x 10-7 1/day
kd 2.1 x 10"3 1/day kvm 1.22 1/day K 0.62
kdm 4.2 xlO"11/day k-dc 5.3 x 10_11/day f 1 1 /day
N, 2 x 1 0 “ Km 7.32 Y 5 x 10-4
Am 1.1 mb 8.4 X0 3.4x  10'2g

















Figure 4.3. Dry mass and the extracellular pseudocomponent concentrations in a batch 
reactor simulation. The carbohydrate substrate concentration, Se, is denoted by the long 
dashed line curve, the activated carbohydrate substrate concentration, Ge, is denoted by 
the short dashed line curve and the total carbohydrate substrate concentration(=Se+Ge) is 
denoted by the dotted line curve. The dry mass is denoted by the solid line curve.
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activated carbohydrate substrate concentration becomes very low, the growth rate of 
biomass begins declining gradually and the formation of new tips also stops. Though this 
chemically structured segregated model is developed under the assumption that there is 
no cell death, the biomass starts declining after the exponential growth phase, hard to see 
from the figure. This is caused by the decrease o f a single cell mass in the root body 
phase due to the endogenous metabolism. However, the death growth phase is not 
observed in the unstructured segregated model (Chapter 3) which is developed based on 
no cell death and constant cell mass at all ranges of maturities.
The total amounts o f the intracellular pseudocomponents in the tip phase and the 
number of tips are shown in figure 4.4. The branching process stops at a very low 
activated carbohydrate substrate concentration because the rate o f maturity increase 
becomes low. Therefore, cells do not mature enough to give rise to new tips. Figure 4.5 
shows the total amounts o f the intracellular pseudocomponents in the root body. The 
main portions o f cells in the tip phase and the root body phase at large times are the 
structural component which Hooker and Lee (1992) defined as the nonsoluble portion of 
cell mass. As the activated carbohydrate substrate concentration becomes low, cells have 
relatively small amounts o f the structural intermediates, which are defined as DNA, RNA 
and enzymes, and the total intracellular nutrients. Therefore, the rate o f metabolite 
formation decreases at a low activated carbohydrate substrate concentration.
Chapter 3 points out that the distribution o f state o f cells in the inoculum can be 
manipulated to influence the outcome of a fermentation and the formation o f secondary 
metabolites can be influenced by varying the amount of initial biomass with a fixed initial 
number of tips or by varying the initial number o f tips with a fixed initial amount of 
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Figure 4.4. The total amounts of the intracellular pseudocomponents o f the tip phase and 
the number of tips in a batch reactor simulation. The total intracellular nutrient, Z, is 
denoted by a solid line curve, the structural intermediate, Z*, is denoted by a long dashed 
line curve and the structural component, B is denoted by a short dashed line curve and the 
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Figure 4.5. The total amounts o f the intracellular pseudocomponents o f the root body 
phase in a batch reactor simulation. The total intracellular nutrient, Z, is denoted by a 
solid line curve, the structural intermediate, Z*, is denoted by a long dashed line curve 
and the structural component, B is denoted by a short dashed line curve.
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cultures with the various initial number o f tips is shown in figure 4.6. The initial amounts 
of biomass in figure 4.6 are same for all three simulations. Cultures with the large 
number of initial tips, having a distribution with a large value at maturity zero, produce 
the highest maximum total amount of secondary metabolites. This point is reached 
earlier in the cultures with the large number of initial tips than in cultures with the small 
number o f initial tips. A  possible reason could be that both cells in the tip phase and cells 
at all ranges o f maturities are assumed to be able to produce the secondary metabolites. 
Flow through reactor & fed hatch reactor
Most o f the balance equations for pseudocomponents in a fed batch reactor are 
identical to balance equations in the flow through reactor except for the balance equation 
for the volume o f reactor. Because there is no outlet stream in the fed batch reactor, the 
volume o f the reactor continuously changes and the rate o f change in the volume of 
reactor is a function o f the flow rate.
Figure 4.7 and figure 4.8 show the dry mass o f the biophase and the 
pseudocomponent concentrations in the medium phase in the flow through reactor and in 
the fed batch reactor. At around day 24, the growth rate of root in the flow through 
reactor begins to decline and root growth follows approximately zeroth order kinetics, 
while the zeroth order growth phase in the fed batch reactor begins at around day 28. The 
zeroth order growth phase is caused by the fact that the carbohydrate substrate and 
noncarbohydrate substrate is continuously fed into the reactor. This zeroth order growth 
phase is observed in Hiton and Rhode’s experiment (1990) and also observed in an 
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Figure 4.6. The total amount o f secondary metabolites versus time for cultures with the 
various initial number of tips. The solid line curve indicates the a single initial tip, the 


























Figure 4.7. Dry mass and extracellular pseudocomponent concentrations in a flow  
through reactor. The carbohydrate substrate concentration, Se, is denoted by the long 
dashed line curve, the activated carbohydrate substrate concentration, Ge, is denoted by 
the short dashed line curve and the total carbohydrate substrate concentration(=Se+Ge) is 

























Figure 4.8. Dry mass and extracellular pseudocomponent concentrations in a fed batch 
reactor where the initial volume is 11 and the inlet flow rate is 0.3 1/day. The 
carbohydrate substrate concentration, Se, is denoted by the long dashed line curve, the 
activated carbohydrate substrate concentration, Ge, is denoted by the short dashed line 
curve and the total carbohydrate substrate concentration(=Se+Ge) is denoted by the dotted 
line curve. The dry mass is denoted by the solid line curve.
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The total amounts o f the intracellular pseudocomponents in the tip phase and the 
number of tips in the flow through reactor and in the fed batch reactor are shown in figure 
4.9 and figure 4.10. Contrary to the batch culture, the branching processes in the flow 
through reactor and the fed batch reactor continue to occur at a low activated 
carbohydrate substrate concentration because extracellular substrate is continuously fed 
into the reactor. However, the time interval between the sequential branch events 
becomes larger at a low activated carbohydrate substrate concentration. Figure 4.11 and 
figure 4.12 show the total amounts of the intracellular pseudocomponents in the root 
body in the flow through reactor and in the fed batch reactor. At large times, the main 
portions o f cells in the tip phase and the root body phase are the structural component.
The growth rate o f the structural component is similar to the growth rate o f the total 
biomass. The structural component also exhibits approximately zeroth order growth 
kinetics. It starts at around day 24 in the flow through reactor and at around day 28 in the 
fed batch reactor, when the rates o f other components such as the total intracellular 
nutrient and the structural intermediate start declining.
The total amounts o f secondary metabolites in different reactors are shown in the 
figure 4.13. The maximum amount of secondary metabolites occurs in the fed batch 
reactor. Release o f secondary metabolites into the medium phase may be useful for 
continuous product recovery without destroying the cells. Hence, for this case, the flow 
through reactor may be desirable because it is possible to recover products continuously 
in the flow through reactor. The chemical or physical treatment may be used to facilitate 
the release o f secondary metabolites into the medium for the roots which do not release 
their products into the medium (Parr et al. 1987, Brodelius and Nilsson 1983, Brodelius 
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Figure 4.9. The total amounts of the intracellular pseudocomponents o f the tip phase and 
the number o f tips in a flow through reactor. The total intracellular nutrient, Z, is denoted 
by a solid line curve, the structural intermediate, Z*, is denoted by a long dashed line 
curve and the structural component, B is denoted by a short dashed line curve and the 
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Figure 4.10. The total amounts o f the intracellular pseudocomponents o f the tip phase and 
the number o f tips in a fed batch reactor where the initial volume is 11 and the inlet flow 
rate is 0.3 1/day. The totaHntracellular nutrient, Z, is denoted by a solid line curve, the 
structural intermediate, Z*, is denoted by a long dashed line curve and the structural 
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Figure 4.11. The total amounts o f the intracellular pseudocomponents o f the root body 
phase in a flow through reactor. The total intracellular nutrient, Z, is denoted by a solid 
line curve, the structural intermediate, Z*, is denoted by a long dashed line curve and the 
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Figure 4.12. The total amounts o f the intracellular pseudocomponents o f the root body 
phase in the a fed batch reactor where the initial volume is 11 and the inlet flow rate is 
0 .3 1/day. The total intracellular nutrient, Z, is denoted by a solid line curve, the structural 
intermediate, Z*, is denoted by a long dashed line curve and the structural component, B 
is denoted by a short dashed line curve.
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Figure 4.13. Comparison of the total amounts o f metabolites in the three different 
reactors where T0= l. The solid line curve indicates the batch reactor, the long dashed line 
curve indicates flow through reactor and the short dashed line curve indicates fed batch 
reactor where the initial volume is 11 and the inlet flow rate is 0.03 1/day.
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vacuole are assumed to be identical to the rates described in chapter 3.
R'm = k'm ' (M -c vc - M m • Vm) , for cytoplasm (4.52.1)
R  *  = • (Mv • vv -  M m ■ V J  , for vacuole (4.52.2)
The balance equation for secondary metabolites in the medium becomes 
dor-M.it)) r
dt
+ * '-  ■ (AT • v„ -  AT • V JV m  - F  • Af" - knld • M" • Vm (4.53)
It is also mentioned in chapter 3 that the overall yield o f secondary metabolites can 
be improved by adding an absorbent which can absorb the secondary metabolites in the 
medium phase to prevent the degradation o f metabolites (Rhodes et al. 1986, Green and 
Thomas 1992). Suppose that all metabolites released from cells are rapidly adsorbed by 
the absorbents to prevent the degradation of metabolites in the medium, then the 
concentration of metabolites in the medium becomes zero. The effect o f this is illustrated 
in figure 4.14 which shows the comparison of the total amount o f metabolites o f the 
system in three reactors. Roots in one reactor, denoted by the solid curve, do not release 
their products into the medium and roots in another reactor, denoted by the long dashed 
curve, release their products into the medium by an artificial treatment and all products 
released from cells are assumed to be absorbed by absorbents. Furthermore, no other 
intracellular pseudocomponents except the secondary metabolite are assumed to be 
released into the medium. The roots in the last reactor, denoted by the short dashed 
curve, release their products into the medium by a chemical or physical treatment without 
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Figure 4.14. Comparison of the total amounts o f metabolites in the system in three flow 
through reactors where T0= l, ^ ’=.02 day'1 and ^ = .0 3  day'1. The solid line curve 
represents metabolite amount in a reactor that has no chemical or physical treatment and 
no absorbents. The long dashed line curve represents metabolite amount in a reactor that 
has absorbents and is treated chemically or physically to release products into the 
medium. The short dashed line curve represents metabolite amount in a reactor that has 
no absorbents but is treated chemically or physically to release products into the medium
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are not degraded in the medium = 0). It is shown that the treatment coupled with the
absorbent addition can enhance the metabolite content and help in the continuous 
recovery o f products.
4.3. DISCUSSION
A  general, chemically structured, segregated model of the hairy root growth is 
presented in this chapter. In this study, the kinetic expressions in the structured, 
segregated model are based on the Hooker and Lee’s kinetics which was developed for 
the suspension plant tissue culture (1992). There may be a difference between the 
kinetics o f the suspension plant tissue cultures and the kinetics o f hairy root cultures. 
Possibly, the uptake rate constant o f the root body and the other kinetic constants in the 
root body may depend on the state of cells, while kinetic constants in the root body are 
assumed constant in the model. Furthermore, the two branching parameters may not be 
constant and may change randomly. However, one can easily extend the structured, 
segregated model to account for these kinds of phenomena.
Each tip may have the different amounts o f pseudocomponents, that is, tips have 
different states, while the model assumed that every tip has the same amounts o f 
pseudocomponents. The amounts o f pseudocomponents in a tip o f the older branch may 
be different from those in a tip o f the younger branch which is formed earlier. For this 
case, the initial amounts o f pseudocomponents in a tip may depend on those o f the cells 
which give rise to this tip. This can be figured out from the maturity distribution and the 
balance equations for the pseudocomponents in tip cells must be solved for each tip 
separately.
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The model is used to investigate the dynamics of a batch reactor, a flow through 
reactor and a fed batch reactor. Although this model is developed under the assumption 
that no cells die, a death growth phase of the biophase is found in the batch reactors. This 
death growth phase is caused by the fact that the dry mass of a single cell in the root body 
phase changes with time and maturity, that is, the pesudocomponents in a single cell are 
degraded. However, the death growth phase is not observed both in the flow through 
reactor and in the fed batch reactor because of the inlet stream of the substrate. Instead of 
the death growth phase, the zeroth order growth phase is observed in the flow through 
reactor and the fed batch reactor. The branch formation in the batch reactor stops at low 
extracellular pseudocomponent concentrations. In the contrast to the batch reactor, the 
branch formations in the flow reactor and in the fed batch reactor continuously occur 
even though extracellular pseudocomponent concentrations are low because o f the feed 
stream o f the extracellular pseudocomponents. At large times, the main portions o f cells 
in all three reactors are the structural component. Thus, the rate o f the metabolite 
formation in cells at large times becomes low because the structural component is not 
involved in producing metabolites.
Manipulation of the distributions of the initial state of cells, such as varying the 
amount o f initial biomass with a fixed initial number o f tips or by varying the initial 
number o f tips with a fixed initial amount o f biomass, gives a different outcome of 
fermentation. For instance, if  both cells in the tip phase and cells o f all ranges o f states in 
the root body are able to produce secondary metabolites, cultures with the large number 
of initial tips may produce secondary metabolites much more than cultures with the small 
number of initial tips.
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The highest maximum total amount o f secondary metabolites is observed in the fed 
batch reactor. However, the secondary metabolites may be degraded rapidly inside or 
outside o f root, so the release and the continuous recovery o f secondary metabolites are 
desirable to prevent the degradation o f secondary metabolites. The artificial treatment to 
release the products into the medium coupled with the absorbent addition can enhance the 
overall yield o f secondary metabolites. For continuous product recovery, the flow 
through reactor is the most suitable reactor.
CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS
An unstructured, segregated model and a chemically structured, segregated model 
for hairy root growth are developed in this dissertation. Both models consist o f a set of 
branching rules which describe the dynamics of tip formation and a set o f balance 
equations which describe the distribution o f states in the root as well as other system 
variables such as concentrations o f cells and substrates.
The branching rules used here are o f two kinds, stochastic and deterministic. An 
algorithm was developed which can be used for simulations with either set o f rules. 
Deterministic branching rules were also investigated analytically and it was found that 
the essential features of the tip formation dynamics were summarized by a so called 
branching polynomial. Under constant environmental conditions, the limiting specific 
growth rate o f the culture was found as a simple function o f the unique real, positive root 
of this polynomial. Experimental observations o f single roots o f Tagetes erecta showed 
that the branching dynamics can be more complex that o f the simple branching rules 
investigated in this work. However, the method of analysis developed here is easily 
extended to these more complicated situations.
For the unstructured model, cell age was used as the cell state parameter for growth 
in unchanging environments, while the cell maturity was introduced as a state parameter 
to model changing environments, in the structured model, the cell state was given by the 
concentration o f several pseudocomponents. The simplifying assumption in the 
unstructured model, that cell states can be described by a single parameter, significantly 
reduces the complexity o f the model relative to that o f structured models. Because o f
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this, the unstructured models contain far fewer model parameters than the structured 
models and require less computational effort to solve than structured models. However, 
the structured models are clearly superior in the sense that they abandon the assumption 
that a single parameter is sufficient to describe the cell state. They are therefore represent 
a more genuine description of the root state.
Both models were used to explore dynamics and operating strategies o f various 
reactor configurations and were found to give similar results.
The branch formation in the batch reactor stops at low extracellular component 
concentrations. In the contrast to the batch reactor, the branch formations in the flow 
reactor and in the fed batch reactor occur continuously even though extracellular 
component concentrations are low because o f inlet flow o f the extracellular component 
concentrations. However, the time interval between the sequential branch events in the 
flow through reactor and the fed batch reactor becomes longer as the extracellular 
component concentrations decrease.
Both models replicated the experimentally observed zero’th order growth kinetics 
(Hilton and Rhodes 1990) found in the flow through reactor late in the growth phase.
The models were also able to reproduce experimentally observed dynamics o f secondary 
metabolite formation in T. patula in batch growth (Mukundan and Hjortso 1991).
The models were used to investigate the effect o f different inoculum states and 
amounts. Based on the simulations, it was concluded that if young cells have the high 
rate o f formation o f secondary metabolites, a large amount o f the initial biomass or a 
large number of the initial tips should be inoculated. Otherwise, when old cells have the 
high rate o f formation of secondary metabolites, a small amount o f the initial biomass or 
few tip should be used in the inoculum.
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In this dissertation, the general concepts o f modeling o f hairy root growth and the 
formation o f secondary metabolites are introduced. Model development is presently 
hampered by a lack of quantitative experimental data needed for modeled identification 
and verification. Several specific experimental projects are suggested by this work.
1) Improvement of branching rules.
As mentioned already, branching patterns are more complex than indicated by the 
branching rules discussed in here. The flow cell reactor described by Flint-Wandel and 
Hjortso (1993) may be used to identify more accurate branching rules and to determine 
the values of the parameters which are associated with these rules. Additional work will 
also be needed to determine how different growth conditions, such as mechanical stress 
and medium composition affect the branching process.
2) Experimental work.
The models contain a large number of kinetic expressions and associated 
parameters. This presents a substantial problem for model identification. To overcome 
this problem, one will need to devise experiments for independent determination of valid 
kinetic expressions.
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APPENDIX A. FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR THE UNSTRUCTURED, 
SEGREGATED MODEL




This program is for the unstructured segregated model described in chapter 3. 








































































The number o f  tips.
Metabolites in the cytoplasm.
Metabolites in the vacuole.
Reactor volum e.
Total volum e o f  the cytoplasm.
Total volum e o f  the vacuole.
Volum e o f  medium.
Volum e o f  the cytoplasm  in a cell.



















Select the reactor type ( 1 -  batch reactor, 2- flow  through, 3- fed b atch ).
£ 4 ^ ^ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * *
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z)
EXTERNAL DFQRUL,DERV,DIVPAG,SSET,FCNJ  
EXTERNAL DERTV,DBSINT,DBSNAK ,DBSVAL,RA,RA1,RAR  
COM M ON/INT/NNB, M BT, INDEX, INCR,KL  
COM M ON/INR/ IKI,IR,II,KORDER
C O M M O N /IN T1/XK (2000),X K Q (2000),A A C (2000),A A V (2000) 
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VCV(1)=V CM *FAD*(AIM +(EXP(-RK V*AIM )-1)/RK V)
W M (1)= V R -V C V (1>V C R (1)
C(1)=DW *FAD+D W *SXT
A M (1)=AIM
DO  8,I=2,N B
VCR(I)=VCR(1)




M BA (I)=N B  
8 AM (I)=AIM  
M BT(1)=N B  
M BR (1)=NB  
M T(1)=0  
TB(1)=0.









M BT(1)=N B  
M B R (1)=NB  
M T(1)=0  
M B A (1)=N B  
M M T(1)=NB  
D O  1,I=NB+1,M D+1  
M M T(I)=NB  
1 M T(I)=NB  







WRITE (6,33) T(1),S(1),C(1),M BT(1)
q*#********************************************************************
C Find the time o f  tip formation by using calculate the time step.
C And solving the differential equations (3.31.1-5).
Q #  *  *  * *  *  * * *  *  * * #  *  *  * *  * * * * * * * *  *  * * *  * *  i|i *  *  *  *  *  * * * * *  % * 4 1  * *  *  * *  *  * *  *  *  *  * 4 1 *  *  * *  *  *  4c 41 *  41 *  *
IF (  TAA.GE.TTM ) GO TO 410  









C D T  is the time increment.






PPAM =PAM  
PPAA =PA A  
PPAT=PAT  
PPAQ=PAQ  
PPCM =PCM  
PPCC=PCC  
PPCV=PCV  
IF ( TT.GE.TTM) GO TO 410  
IF (PAS.LE.STE) GO TO 410
C
C Call the subroutine SC to solve the differential equation.
C
c a l l s c (t t )s s ,c c ,w c ,v c c ,d t ,p a s ,p a t ,p a c ,a a m ,p a m ,p a v ,p a v c
& ,CCM ,CCV,PCV,PCM ,PCC,CCQ  
TW (IR)=TT  
AW (IR)=AAM  
SW (IR)=SS  
CW (IR)=CC  
V W (IR )= W C  
VCW (IR)=VCC  
IF (INCR.EQ.3) THEN  
VT=VR+FE*TT
W M W (IR )=V T -V W (IR )-V CW (IR )
ELSE
W M W O R)=V R-V W (IR)-VC W (IR )
EN D  IF 
QC=AAM -AM (II-1)-ADM /DN  
PAC=CC  
PAS=SS  
PA A =A A  
PAM =AAM  
PAT=TT  
PAQ=QC  







IF (  TT.GE.TTM ) GO TO 410  
IF (SS.LE.STE) GO TO 410  
IF (QQ.LE.ETA) GO TO 400  
IF(QC.LT.O.) THEN  
GO TO 10 
ELSE  























2 2  D T=0.001
20  IF ( TT.GE.TTM) GO TO 410  
IF (PAS.LE.STE) GO TO 410  
IR=IR+1






V W (IR )= W C
VCW (IR)=VCC
IF (INCR.EQ.3) THEN  
VT=VR+FE*TT
W M W (IR )=V T -V W (IR )-V CW (IR )
ELSE
W M W (IR )=V R -VW (IR )-V C W (IR )
EN D  IF 
Q C=AAM -AM (II-1)-ADM /DN  
PAC=CC  
PAS=SS  
PAM =AAM  
PA A =A A  
PAT=TT  






Q Q =A B S(Q Q
IF (QQ.GT.ETA) THEN  
IF ((DS.GE.O.).OR.(FE.EQ.O.)> THEN  





PAM =EPAM  
PA A =E PA A  







GO TO 20 
ELSE  
EN D  IF 
ELSE  
E N D  IF 
GO TO 20  
ELSE  
E N D  IF
C
C Calculate the number o f  tips by using the branching polynom ial.




A (N N B )=A (II- 1)+(TT-T(II-1))
A M (N N B )=A A M  
C(NNB)=C C  
S(fclNB)=SS  
V C R (N N B )= W C  
V C V(N NB )=V C C  
IF (INCR.EQ.3) TH EN  
VT=VR+FE*TT
W M (N N B )=V T -V C R (N N B )-V C V (IR )
ELSE
W M (N N B )=V R -V C R (N N B )-V C V (IR )
EN D  IF 
JTI=JU-M D-ND  
JYI=JU-M D-ND  
IF^JYI.LE.l) THEN
ELSE  
E N D  IF
IF(JTI.LT.l) THEN  
M TT=0
ELSE
IF(JTI.EQ.l) THEN  
M TT=M M T(1)
ELSE
MTT=MMT(JTI)
E N D  IF 
EN D  IF
MM T(JU)=M TT+M MT(JIJ-ND)




E N D  IF

















E N D  IF
TQT(KIM )=W TN












GO TO 11 









A (I+N B )=TW (I)+A(1)
AM (I+NB)=AW (I)
S(I+NB)=SW (I)
VVM (I+NB)=VVM W (I)






DO  23,I=INB,NN H





W R (I K )= W M (I)
AM R(IK)=AM (I)
E N D  IF 
23 CONTINUE  
N D =IK  
KORDER=4  
N I1=N D  
N A R =N D
CALL D B SN A K (N D /nN ,K O R D E R ,X K N T )
CALL D BSINT(ND,TIN)SN N ,K O R D ER ^K N T,G EF)
CALL DBSIN T (ND,TIN, VVR,KORDER,XKNT, W Y )
CALL D BSIN T(ND ,TIN ,A M R ,K O R D ER ,XK NTA A  Y)
N Q =20
IW =1









ID O = l




C Solving the eqautions for the secondary metabolites.
C N eglecting the initial parts o f  root and changinf the first order 
C partial differential equation to the ordinary differential equation 

















C Calculate the maturity o f  cells in the primary root which  
C are formed after time zero.
C
CALLDIVPAG(IDO,NEQ,RAR,FCNJ,AQA,TRE,TTR,TOL,PA,X)
D D R =X (1)
IDO=3
CALLDIW AG (IDO ,NEQ ,RAR,FCNJ,AQ A,TRE,TTR,TO L,PA,X)
AQ M (U )=0.
ACC(U)=0.
A C V (U )=0.
N U =N U +5
ROP=NU
C S olve the ordinary differential equations for secondary metabolites
C in a given  maturity and a given time.
D O  133,U=2,NU +1
TO=IJ
ITK=U




















RIT=AQM (IJ)-DDR  






X (l)=D BSV AL (R IT ,K O RD E R,X K Q ,NFI,A AC )/l.E6
X(2)=D BSVA L(R IT,K O R D ER ,XK Q ,N FI,AA V )/l.E6
ENDIF
ENDEF
DO  339,K H =1,2  
IF (X(KH).LT.O. ) THEN  
X (K H )=0.00  
ELSE  
E N D IF  
339 CONTINUE  
ID O = l 
NEQ=2
CALLDIVPAG(IDO ,NEQ ,DERV,FCNJ,AQA,TL,TOUT,TO L,PA,X) 
D O  329,K H =1,2  
IF(X(KH).LT.O. ) THEN  
X (K H )=0.00  
ELSE  
E N D IF  
329 CONTINUE
A C C (D )=X (1)*1.D 6  
A C V (U )=(X (2))* 1.D6
W RITE(6,*) ’PR’,AQM (U),ACC(IJ),ACV(U),U  
IDO=3














N A =A A T*D N /A D M +1
IKW =1+IKW
C
C Integrating the secondary metabolites at a given maturity over all 
C cell states.
C
D O  2211,IKL=1,NUN(IKW )
YT=DQT(IKL)
Q D=INUN(IKL)






E N D IF
IF (IU.EQ .2) THEN  
ELSE
AL=(O D+O DT)/2.
CALL DFQRUL(NQ,OD,ODT,IW ,AL,BE,QQX,QQW )
DO  41,JI=1,NQ
W X=QQX(JI)
D Q 2=D BSVA L(W X ,K O R DE R ,X K Q ,N FI,A A C)/l.D 6
IF (DQ 2.LT.0.) THEN
DQ 2=0.
ELSE
E N D IF
DQ 3=DBSVAL(W X,K O R DER,XK Q ,NFT,AAV)/l.D6
IF (DQ 3.LT.0.) THEN
DQ 3=0.
ELSE
E N D IF
SU1=SU1+DQ 2*Q Q W (JI)*SM U*YT  
SU2=SU2+DQ 3*Q Q W (JI)*SM U*YT  
41 CONTINUE  
E N D IF  
2211 CONTINUE  
SM C(I)=SU1 






132 VVCo S 6>WET® ^ SM C® +SV ^ *  1E2/C® ’A M ®
36 FORM AT (5(E 15.8))
320  FORM AT (F10.6.4F16.10)
310  FORM AT (316,3F15.9)
33 FORM AT (3E15.8,1I6,E15.8)
EN D
C Subroutine for solving differential equation (3.31.1-5).
C
SUBRO UTINE SC (T T ,SS,C C ,W C ,V C C ,D T , PAS, PAT, PAC,AAM , PAM , PAV.PAVC  
* ,CCM,CCV,PCV,PCM ,PCC,CCC)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z)
EXTERNAL DFQRUL,DIVPAG,SSET,FCNJ  
EXTERNAL DERIV  
COM M ON/INT/NB, MBT, INDEX, INCR  
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R T O L =l.D -6
ITOL=2







X Y (1)=PA A M
CALL LSODE (RAR,NN,XY,TQN,TOUT,ITOL)RTOL,ATOL,ITASK, 
* ISTATE,IOPT,RWORK,LRW,IWORK,LrW,JAC,MF)
SU =X Y (1)
SSS=((SU -AIK )**2/RK C**2)/100.
IF(SSS.G T.1.5) THEN  
FSS=0.
ELSE
FSS=UR*G E*EXP(-SSS)**50*EXP(-SSS)**50/((G E+RK D)*2.*RK C) 
E N D  IF
F(1)=FSS-R C D *X (1)-R V *(X (1)-X (2))*SU /(SU +R SL 1)
F 0= R V *(X (1)-X (2))*S U /(S U +R S L 1)-R D *X (2)
E N D
SUBRO UTINE FCNJ(NEQ,T,X,D) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A -H ,0-Z )  
DIM ENSIO N X (N EQ ),D (*) 
RETURN  
EN D
For rate o f  the maturity increase.
SUBRO UTINE RAR(NN,TR,XY,FF)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z)
EXTERNAL DERIV, DBSINT, D BSN A K ,D BS VAL  
COM M ON/INR/ IKI,IR,II,KORDER
C O M M O N /SW l/R RK ,SM U,SXT,W TN,Y,PT,TY,DM ,DN,ADM ,SK
C O M M O N /IN T 6/N D ,N Il,K O ,N lD
CO M M O N/INT5/XK NT(2000),XNO T(2000),G EF(5000)
COM M ON/TAW /RTT
REAL R W K SP(16069)
DIM ENSIO N X Y (10),FF(10)




APPENDIX B. FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR THE STRUCTURED,
SEGREGATED MODEL
C
C This program is for the structured segregated model described in chapter 4.
C Parameters used in this program are as follows:
C SE : Se concentration.
C T  : Time.
C GE : Ge concentration.
C CN : N  concentration
C A M  : Maturity.
C M BT : The number o f  tips.
C VCC : Volum e o f  cytoplasm.
C W M  : Maximum volum e o f  vacuole.
C VM  : Volum e o f  medium.
C V R  : Reactor volume.
C V C  : Volum e o f  cytoplasm.
C W  : Volume o f  vacuole.
C X T  : The number o f  cells in a tip.
C D W  : Dry mass o f  root.
C RK A : K a.
C  RSL : K m.
C RKM iKy .
C R B U  : Tcu.
C RKU : ku.
C RBM  i K y .
C R B I : kbl.
C Rb2 : k b2.
C RBM 1 : k
C RBM 2
C R1 : kb].
C  R2 : k b2.
C RM1 : k ^ .
C  RM 2 : kM .
C RKD : k d.
C RVM  : k m .
C RK SD  : k * .
C RRTS : k ic.
C  RKR :
C  RMR : kmr.
C RKV : kv.
C  TB : Z .
C TIB : Z \
161
162
c BB : B .
c SBM : M .
c TC : Z .
c TI : Z \
c B : B .
c SM C : M C.
c SM V : M \






EXTERNAL DFQRUL,DERV,DIVPAG,SSET,FCNJ,DRV  
EXTERNAL D ER IV,D BSINT,DBSNAK ,DBS VAL,RA  
COMMON/INT/NNBI,MBT,INDEX,INCR,BMC  
COM M ON/INR/ IKI,IR,II,NUN(2000)
CO M M O N/DISSA/ AIK,TRK
COM M ON/P ARA1/RKA,RKM ,RBU,RBM ,XT,RKV.W TN,PR,RSL,TQA,TCN
COM M ON/PARA2/RB1 ,RBM1 ,RB2,RBM 2, ADM ,DN,RRTS,RRTW ,TQT
COM M ON/PARA3/RK U,RM U,RK D,RK SD,RVM ,RTV,Rl,R2,RM l,RM 2
CO M M O N/PARA4/RK R,RM R,AIM ,VST,VCC,W M ,VR,RM ,Y,RTTS
C O M M O N/PARA5/PAT,PASE,PACN,PAG E,PAM ,PAV,PAW ,PATB
COM M ON/P ARA6/PATI,PASB,PABB,PAVT,PAAM
COM M ON/INT1/XK (2000),XKQ (2000)
COM M ON/INT2/NND,NIN,KORDER  
COM M ON/W  ORKSP/RWKSP
COM M ON/INT5/XICNT(2000),CNF(2000),GEF(2000),XNOT(2000),TCF,CFN  
COM M ON/INT7/XXKT(2000), A A Y  (2000)
C O M M O N A N T 6/N D ,N Il,K O ,N lD  
COM M ON/SUB/CEF,SEF,FE  
REAL R W K SP(216069)
DIM ENSION SE(2000),T(2000),G E(2000),A (2000),C N (2000),IN U N (2000)
% ,TW (5000),SEW (5000),C N W (5000),F(2,6000),AM (2000),TB(2000)
% A W (2000),FM (2,6000),M B R (2000),M T(2000),M M T(2000),M B A (2000)
* ,M B T (2000),T B W (2000),T IB (2000),B B (2000),SM B (2000),W (2000)
)0),G EW (2000)
& ,X (12),Q X (200),Q W (200),M BT T(2000),IN I(2000),X A A (10),T Q T(2000)
),A TC(2000),A TI(2000) 
l,ARV(2000) 
m F (2000),A B F (2400),A SC F (2400),A D W (2000) 
& ,A R C F(2400),A TV F(2400),T IN 1(2000),CN IN (2000),G EIN (2000)
-  ,ASV F(2400),A D W F(2400),A R V F(2400),T IN(2000),A A (10,10),PA (50
-  ,TQ TB(2000),SB M (2000),BU A (2000),A T B(2000),AT IB(2000),D Q T(2000) 
DIM ENSION A BB (2000),A SBM (2000),T BA (2000),T IBA (2000),PA Q (2000) 
& ,B B A (2000),SB M A (2000),X K 1(2000),X K 2(2000),X K 3(2000),X K 4(2000) 
@ ,TIN 2(2000),TIN 3(2000),TIN 4(2000),TIN 5(2000),IN ID (2000)
CALL IW K IN(216069)
KO=4
READ (5,*) IN C R ,V C C,W M ,XT,RK A,RSL,RK M ,RBU,RK U  
REA D  (5,*) RBM ,RM U,RB1,RB2,RBM 1,RBM 2,R1,R2  
REA D  (5,*) RM 1,RM 2,RKD,RVM ,RKSD,RRTS  
REA D  (5,*) RKR,RM R,RKV,RTV,RTTS,RM ,VR  
VST=VCC*XT
163
READ (5,*) SE(1),CN (1),TB (1),T IB(1),BB (1),SB M (1)
READ (5,*) Y ,FE,NB,TSB,TSIB,BS,SSM



























D M =M D
D N =N D
IKI=1
A BM =D M *A D M /D N  
M BT(1)=N B  
M BTT(1)=NB  
M B R (1)=NB  
M T(1)=0  
M B A (1)=N B  
M M T(1)=NB  
DO  1,I=2,M D+1 
M M T(I)=NB  
1 M T(I)=NB  
JU=M D+2  
n = N B + l 

















SM V(I)=SM V (1) 
VC(I)=VC(1) 
W ( I ) = W ( 1 )  
AM (I)=AM (1) 
M BA (I)=M BA(1) 
M M T(I)=M M T(1) 
M BR(I)=M BR(1) 
19 M BT(I)=M BT(1)
q * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
C To find the time o f  tip formation and to calculate extracellular 
C substrates and concentrations o f  the pseudocomponents in tip.
C
£ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
IF (  TAA.GE.TTM ) GO TO 410












P A S B = S B M (n -l)
PAVT=VT(II-1)






PPAM =PAM  
PPAV=PAV  
P P A W = P A W  
PPATB=PATB  
PPATI=PATI 
PPABB=PA BB  
PPASB=PASB  
PPAVT=PAVT  
IF ( lT .G E .T rM ) GO TO 410  
IF ((PAGE+PASE).LE.STE) GO TO 410
w k i i h ( o , j j ;  i u  1,113(11, l i t s ( i) ,B B (l) ,S B M (l)  
W R ITE(6,33)T(1),TC (1),TI(1),B(1),SM C (1) 
W RITE(6,33) T(1),SM V(1) 
NBP=1
£*# * ** * * * ********** * * ****** * *** * * *** * * ** * ***** **** **** *** * * * ** * * * * * * ** * * 
C Call the subroutine for solving the ordinary differential equations 
C for the substrate balance and for the pseudocomponent balance 
C in tips.
£ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *











SB M W (ffi)=SSB M
V T W (IR )= W T






P A V = W C





PA V T =VV T
Q Q =A B S(Q Q
IF ( TT.GE.TTM ) GO TO 410
IF ((GGE+SSE).LE.STE) GO TO 410































22  D T=0.005
20  IF (  TT.GE.TTM) GO TO 410  
IF (jPAGE+PASE).LE.STE) GO TO 410






V C W (IR )= W C
W W (I R )= V W
TBW (1R)=TTB
TIB W (IR )=T riB
BBW (IR)=BBB
S B M W (fe)=SS B M
VTW (IR)=VVT






PA V =V V C

























GO TO 20  
ELSE  
EN D  IF 
ELSE  
E N D  IF 
GO TO 20  
ELSE  
EN D  IF
C
C Restore the data at the time when new  tip is formed.
C
400 INI(NNB)=1  





A M (N NB )=A Q M
SE ^IN B )=SSE
GE(NNB)=GGE
C N (N N B)=CC N
V C (N N B)=V V C
W ( N N B ) = W Y
TB(NNB)=TTB
TIB(NNB)=TTIB
B B (N N B )=B B B
SBM (NNfe)=SSBM
V T (N N B )= W T
II=NNB+1
E N D  IF
SA =G E (N N B)+C N(N N B)
TAA=TT
C Find the number o f  tips at a given tim e by using the difference 
C equation.
C
JTI=JU-M D-ND  
JYI=JU-M D-ND  
IF(JYI.LE.l) THEN
ELSE  




IF(JTI.EQ.l) THEN  
M TT=M M T(1)
ELSE
MTT=MMT(JTI)
E N D  IF 
E N D  IF
M M T(JU)=M TT+M M T(JU-ND)




E N D  IF
M BT(NNB)=M M T(JIJ)
M BR(NNB)=M T(JU)
W TN=M BT (NN B)
KJ=1+KJ
N N BI=N NBI+1
KIM=KIM+1
PW TN=TQT(KIM -1)








E N D  IF
TQT(KIM )=W TN
WRITE (6,*) ’TT’,n-l,NUN(K3M),DQT(KII),INUN(KII),KII 
WRITE (6,33) T(II-l),SE(II-l),GEhl-l),CN(II-l)
WRITE (6,33) T(II- 1),TB(II- 1),TIB(II- 1),BB(H- 1),SBM(II-1) 
WRITE (6 ,310) T(n-1),MBR(II-1),MBT(II-1)
W RITE(6,*) ’D R Y ’,(TB(II-1)+TIB(II-1)+BB(II-1)+SBM (II-1))
IIL=IIL+2
IK=10




CNW (IH )=0  
A W (IH )=0  
VCW (IH)=0  
W W (IH )= 0  
TBW (IH)=0  
TIBW (IH)=0 
BBW (IH )=0  
SBM W (IH)=0  
193 VTW (IH)=0  
JU=JU+1 
GO TO 11
C Start calculating the concentration o f  pseudocomponents 
C in the root body.








T IN 5n K )= T (l)  
TBA (IK )=TB(1)*1E6  
TIBA(IK )=TIB(1)*1E6
169
B B A (IK )=BB (1)*1E6  
SBM A (IK )=SB M ( 1) * 1E6 
D O  23,I=INB +1,N N H










CALL DBSNAK (ND,TIN,K O RDER,XK NT)
CALL DBSINT(ND,TIN,GEIN,KORDER,XKNT,GEF)
IKK=1
DO  423,I=IN B +1,N N H
IF((T (I).E Q .T(I-l)).O R.(C N (I).EQ .C N (I-l))) THEN  
ELSE
IF (C N fl).G T .lE -lO ) THEN  
IKK =IKK+1 
H N 1(IK K )=T(I)
CNIN(IKK)=CN(I)
ELSE  
E N D  IF 
E N D  IF 




CALL D B SN A K (N lD ,T IN l,K O R D E R ,X N O T )
CALL D BSIN T(N lD ,TIN l,C N IN ,K O R D ER ,X N O T ,C N F)
IK=1
D O  2523,I=IN B +1,N N H
ff(gT (I).E Q .T (I-l)).O R .(T B (I).E Q .T B (I-l)))T H E N
IK=IK+1
TIN2(IK)=T(I)
TBA(IK )=TB(I)* 1E6 
C W RITE(6,*) IK,TIN2(IK),TBA(IK)
E N D  IF  
2523 CONTINUE  
N A 1=IK  
IKK=1
D O  2423,I=INB +1,N N H





E N D  IF 
2423 CONTINUE
N A 2=IK K
IK=1
IKK=1
DO  1523,I=INB+ 1,NNH





B B A (lK )=B B (I)* lE 6  
E N D  IF  
1523 CONTINUE  
N A3=IK  
IKK=1
D O  1423,I=INB+1,N N H




SBM A(IK K )=SBM (I)* 1.E6 
E N D  IF 
1423 CONTINUE  
N A 4=IK K  
K O R D l= 4
CALL D B SN A K (N A 1,T IN 2,K 0R D 1,X K 1)
CALL D BSIN T  (NA1 ,T lN 2,T B A ,K O R D l ,XK1 ,ATB)
CALL D B SN A K (N A 2,T 1N 3,K 0R D 1,X K 2)
C ALL D BSINT(NA2,TIN3,TIBA,K O RD 1 ,XK2,ATIB)
CALL D B SN A K (N A 3,T IN 4,K 0R D 1,X K 3)
CALL D B SIN T (N A 3,T IN 4,B B A ,K O R D l,X K 3,A B B )
CALL D B SN A K (N A 4,T IN 5,K 0R D 1,X K 4)

















ID O = l




C To so lve the partial differential equations, thses balance equations change to 
C the ordinary differential equations.
C These O.D.E. has the initial value problem.
C  The initial value can obtained from the data o f  tip cells.
IKW =0
D O  132,I=INB+1,N N B  
IF (INI(I).EQ.O) THEN  
GO TO 132 
ELSE  










A T  C(I J)=TB (I) * 1 E6/(XT)
A TI(lJ)=TIB(l)* 1E6/(XT)
A B(IJ)=BB(I)*1E6/(XT)
A SC (U)=SB M (I)* 1E6/(XT)




ID O = l
X (1)=0
CALL DIVPAG (IDO,NN,DRV,FCNJ,AA,TGH,TO UT,TOL,PA,X) 
D D R =X (1)
IDO=3





DO  133,U=2,NU +1
TO =U








ID O = l
C Calculating the maturity at a given time.
C
CALL DIVPAG (IDO,NN,DRV,FCNJ,AA,TAQ,TOUT,TOL,PA,X) 
A A M (U )=X (1)
IDO=3
PA AM =0.
CALL DIVPAG (IDO ,NN,DRV,FCNI,AA,TAQ ,TO UT,TO L,PA,X)
C G ive the initial value.
X ( l)=  D B S V A L (T L ,K O R D l,X K l,N A l,A T B )/(lE 6*X T )
X (2)=  D B SV A L (T L ,K O R D l,X K 2,N A 2,A T IB )/(lE 6*X T )
X (3)=  D B SV A L (T L ,K O R D l,X K 3,N A 3,A B B )/(X T *lE 6)
X (4)=  D B S V A L (T L K O R D l,X K 4,N A 4,A SB M )/(X T *lE 6)
X (5)=  0.
IN D EX  =1 
ID O = l
D O  218,K O I=l,N E Q  
IF (X(KOI).LT.O.) THEN  
W RITE(6,*) ,IN ’,AAM(IJ),X(KOI),KOI 
X(K OI)=0.
ELSE
E N D  IF 
218 CONTINUE  
INC=1
C Call the subroutine to solve the O.D.E.
C
CALLDIVPAG(IDO ,NEQ ,DERV,FCNJ,AA,TL,TOUT,TOL,PA,X) 
DO  518,K O I=l,N E Q  
IF (X(KOI).LT.O.) THEN  
W RITE(6,*) ’S U ’,U,KOI,X(KOI)
X(K O I)=0.
ELSE  
EN D  IF 
518 CONTINUE  
ATC(IJ)=(X(1))*1E6  
ATI(IJ)=(X(2))* 1E6 
A B (U )=(X (3))*1E 6  
ASC(IJ)=(X(4))*1E6  
A SV (U )=(X (5))*1E 6  
IDO=3
CALL DIVPAG(IDO,NEQ,DERV,FCNJ,AA,TL,TOUT,TOL,PA,X) 
133 CONTINUE  
ELSE  
N U =N U +5






P A A M =A A M (U  -5)
A A M (U )=A A M (U -5)+D D R  
X (l)=  A T C (U -5)/(lE 6)
X (2)=  A T I(U -5)/(lE 6)
X (3)=  A B (U -5)/(lE 6)
X (4)=  A SC (IJ-5)/(lE 6)
X (5)=  A S V (U -5)/lE 6  
INDEX =1 
ID O = l
D O  2218,K O I=l,N E Q  
IF (X(KOI).LT.O.) THEN  
X(K OI)=0.
ELSE  
E N D  IF 
2218 CONTINUE  
INC=1
CALL DIVPAG(IDO,NEQ,DERV,FCNJ,AA,TL,TOUT,TOL,PA,X)
DO  2 5 18,KOI= 1 ,NEQ  
IF (X(KOI).LT.O.) THEN  
W RITE(6,*) ’S U ’,U,KOI,X(KOI)
X(K OI)=0.
ELSE  
EN D  IF 
2518 CONTINUE  
A T C (U)=(X (1))*1E6  
A T I(U )=p((2))*  1E6 
AB(IJ)=(X(3))*1E6  
A SC (U )=(X (4))*1E 6
A SV (U )=(X (5))*1E 6
ID 0= 3













CALL DIVPAG (IDO,NN,DRV,FCNJ,AA,TAQ,TOUT,TOL,PA,X) 
A A M (U )=X (1)
IDO=3
CALL DIVPAG (IDO,NN,DRV,FCNJ,AA,TAQ,TOUT,TOL,PA,X) 
PA AM =0.
X (l)=  D B SV A L (T L ,K O R D l,X K l,N A l,A T B )/(lE 6*X T )
X (2)=  D B S V A L (T L ,K O R D ip oa ,N A 2A T IB )/(lE 6*X T )
X (3)=  D B S V A L (T L ,K O R D lA K 3,N A 3,A B B )/(X T +lE 6)
X (4)=  D B SV A L (rL ,K O R D l,X K 4,N A 4 A SB M )/(X T * 1E6)
X (5)=  0.
IN D EX  =1 
ID O = l
D O  1218,K O I=l,N E Q  
IF (X(KOI).LT.O.) TH EN  
X(K OI)=0.
ELSE  
E N D  IF 
1218 CONTINUE  
INC=1
CALL DIVPAG(IDO,NEQ,DERV,FCNJ,AA,TL,TOUT,TOL,PA,X) 
DO  1518,KOI= 1,NEQ  
IF  (X(KOI).LT.O.) THEN  
X (K O I)=0.
ELSE  
E N D  IF 
1518 CONTINUE
IDO=3
CALL DIVPAG (IDO,NEQ,DERV,FCNJ,AA,TL,TO UT,TOL,PAA)
1133 CONTINUE  
EN D  IF







IN D EX  =2  




IF ((TOUT-TL).LT..5) THEN  
ID O = l
CALL DIVPAG(IDO,NEQ,DERV,FCNJ,AA,TL,TOUT,TOL,PA,X) 
D O  528,K O I=l,N E Q  
IF (X(KOI).LT.O.) THEN  
X(K OI)=0.
ELSE  
E N D  IF 
528 CONTINUE  
PATC=(X(1))
PA SC =(X (4))
PA SV =(X (5))
IDO=3





IF (TOUE.LT.TOUT) THEN  
ID O = l
CALLDIVPAG(TDO,NEQ,DERV,FCNJ,AA,TLE,TOUE,TOLPA^X) 
D O  2718, IRE=1,NEQ  
IF (X(IRE).LT.O.) THEN  
x(iRE)=o.
ELSE  
E N D  IF
2718 XAA(IRE)=X(IRE)
IDO=3
CALLDIVPAG(IDO ,NEQ ,DERV,FCNJ,AA,TLE,TOUE,TO L,PA,X) 
D O  2788,IRE=1,NEQ  
2788 X(IRE)=XAA(IRE)
TLE=TOUE  
GO TO 2717  
ELSE
TOUE=TOUT
ID O = l
CALLDIVPAG(IDO ,NEQ ,DERV,FCNJ,AA,TLE,TOUE,TO L,PA,X) 
D O  2418,K O I=l,N E Q  
IF (X(KOI).LT.O.) THEN  
X(K OI)=0.
ELSE  






PA SC =(X (4))
PA SV =(X (5))
PA D W =X (1)+X (2)+X (3)+X (4)+X (5)
IDO=3
CALLD IV PA G (IDO ,N EQ ,D ER V )FCNJ,AA,TLE,TOUE,TOL,PA,X) 
E N D  IF 
EN D  IF
C N ow , the integration is carried out w ith values o f  the above data 
C over all ranges o f  cell states.
C
N Q =20
A M 1=AM (I)






SU4=PA B*A IM *RTY
SU5=PASC *AIM *RTY
SU8=PA SV *A IM *R TY
NFI=NU
K O R l= 4
PVT=T(I)
CALL D BSNA K (NFI, A A M ,K O R l ,XK )
CALL D BSINT(NFI,AAM ,A TC,K O Rl,XK ,ATCF)
CALL D BSIN T(NFI,AAM ,ATI,K O Rl ,XK,ATIF)
CALL D BSIN T(NFI,A AM ,A B ,K O Rl,X K ,AB F)
CALL DBSINT(NFI,AAM , ASC.KOR 1,XK,ASCF)
CALL D BSIN T(NFI,A AM ,A SV,K O R l,X K ,A SV F)
N A =A A T *D N /A D M +1 
IKW =1+IKW
D O  2211,IK L=1,NUN(IK W )
YT=DQT(IKL)
QD=INUN(IKL)






EN D  IF
A L=(O D+O DT)/2.
IF (IU.EQ .2) THEN  
ELSE
CALL DFQRUL(NQ,OD,ODT,IW ,AL,BE,QQX,QQW )
D O  41,JI=1,NQ  
W X=QQX(JI)
D Q 2=D B S V A L (W X ,K O R l,X K ,N n )A T C F)/lE 6
IF (DQ 2.LE.0.) THEN
DQ 2=0.
ELSE  
EN D  IF
D Q 3=D B SV A L (W X ,K O R l,X K ,N FI,A T IF)/lE 6
IF (DQ 3.LE.0.) THEN  
DQ 3=0.
ELSE  
E N D  IF
D Q 4=D BS VAL(W X,KOR 1 ,XK,NFT, A B F )/1E6
IF (DQ 4.LE.0.) THEN
DQ 4=0.
ELSE  
E N D  IF
D Q 5=D BSVA L(W X ,K O R l,X K ,N FT ,A SCF)/lE 6
IF (DQ 5.LE.0.) THEN
DQ 5=0.
ELSE  
E N D  IF
D Q 8=D B SV A L (W X ,K O R l,X K ,N FI,A SV F)/lE 6
IF (DQ 8.LE.0.) THEN
DQ 8=0.
ELSE  
E N D  IF
SU2=SU2+DQ 2*Q Q W (JI)*PR*YT  
SU3=SU3+DQ 3*Q Q W (JI)*PR*YT  
SU4=SU4+DQ 4*Q Q W (JI)*PR*YT  
SU5=SU5+DQ 5*Q Q W (JI)*PR*YT  
SU8=SU8+DQ 8*Q Q W (JI)*PR*YT  
41 CONTINUE  
E N D  IF
2211 CONTINUE
XXT=TB(I)+Tffi(I)+BB(I)+SBM (I)
X X T=X XT *W TN






W RITE(6,*) ’TTTM  ,NU,W TN  
W RITE(6,33) T(I),DW (I),XXT,SU1  
W RITE(6,33) T(I),SE(I),GE(I),CN(I),DW (I)
W RITE(6,33) TO) JB fl),T IB (l),B B (l),S B M (I)
W RITE(6,33) T(I),TBrI)*W TN,TIB(I)',iW TN,BB(I)*W TN,W TN  
W RITE(6,33) T(I),TC(I),TI(I),B(I),SM C(I)
W RITE(6,33) Tm ,(SM C (I)+SM V (I)+SB M (I)*W T N )*lE 6  
132 CONTINUE
36  FORM AT (4(E 15.8))
300  FORM AT (7F15.6)
320  FORM AT (F10.6.4F16.10)
310  FORM AT (F13.8,316)
33 FORM AT (7(E16.8))
E N D





COM M ON/SU l/V T T .D B T
COM M ON/PARAl/RKA,RKM ,RBU,RBM ,XT,RKV,W TN,PR,RSL,TQA,TCN  
CO M M O N/PARA2/RB1 ,RBM  1 ,RB2,RBM 2, ADM ,DN,RRTS,RRTW  
COM M ON/PARA3/RK U,RM U,RKD,RK SD,R VM ,RTV,R 1 ,R2,RM 1 ,RM2 
COM M ON/P ARA4/RKR.RM R,AIM , VST, VCC,VVM ,VR,RM ,Y,RTTS  
CO M M O N /PA RA5/PAT,PASE,PACN,PAG E,PAM ,PA V,PA W ,PATB  
COM M ON/P ARA6/PATI,PASB,PABB,PAVT,PAAM  





X (4)=PA C N
X (5)=(PA TB )
X (6)=(PA TI)
X (7)=(PA B B )
X (8)=(PA SB )
X (9)=PA V














T O L =l.E -4
ID O = l
CALL DIVPAG(IDO,NEQ,DERIV,FCNJ,AA,T,TOUT,TOL,PA,X)






W C = X (9 )  ^
V W = X (1 0 )
DBT=(TTB+TTIB+BBB+SSBM )





B B B =(X (7))
SSBM =(X (8
C This subroutine includes balance equations for the extracellular
C pseudocomponents and the intracellular pseudocomponents in tip.
SUBRO UTINE DERTV(NEQ,T,X,F)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A -H ,0-Z )
COM M ON/INT/NB,M BT,INDEX,INCR,INC  
COM M ON/INR/ IKI,IR,II,NUN(20Q0)
COM M ON/PARAl/RKA,RKM ,RBU,RBM ,XT,RKV,W TN,PR,RSL,TQA,TCN
C O M M O N/PARA2/RBl,RBM l,RB2,RBM 2,ADM ,D N,RRTS,RRTW ,TQ T
COM M ON/PARA3/RKU,RM U,RKD,RKSD,R VM ,RTV,R 1 ,R2,RM 1 ,RM2
COM M ON/P ARA4/RKR,RM R,AIM , VST,VCC,VVM ,VR,RM ,Y,RTTS
C O M M O N /PARA5/PAT,PASE,PACN,PAG E,PAM ,PAV,PAW ,PATB
C O M M O N /SUl/V TT,D BT
CO M M O N/DISSA/ AIK,TRK
COM M ON/SUB/CEF,SEF,FF
DIM ENSION X(NEQ ),F(NEQ ),M BT(2000),AM (2000),TQ T(2000) 




M W W +(X(8,,)
X Y T=0.
X X Y =0.
AM T=X(1)
A A T=X (1)-A IM
XYT=TM U
X X Y =T M U <‘W M *(EX P(-R K V *A A T)-E X P(-R K V *A M T )) 
N N =A A T *D N /A D M +1 
DO 11,I=1,NN  
YT=TQT(I)
QD=I
O DT=AAT-(Q D-1) * A D M /D N  
O D =A AT-Q D*A D M /DN  
IF (OD.LE.O.) THEN  
OD=0.
ELSE  
EN D  IF
IF jO DT.LE.O.) THEN  
XYT=XYT+YT*TM U
X X Y =X X Y +Y T *TM U *W M *(E X P(-O D *R K V )-E X P(-O D T*R K V ))




IF (INCR.EQ.1) THEN  
V M =V R -X (10)-X (9)-V TT
IF jX (2).L E .lD -40) THEN  
ELSE
F(2)=(-R K A *X (2)*(VR -VM )/(R K M +X(2))+X (2)*(F(9)+F(10)
* ))/V M  
E N D  IF
F(3)=(RK A*X (2)*(V R-V M )/(R K M +X (2))+X(3)*(F(9)+F(10))
-  -R BU *X(3)*W TN *VST/(Y *(RBM +X (3)+X (4)))
-  -R K U *X (3)*X Y T*V C /(Y*(R M U +X (3)+X (4))))/V M  
F(4)=(X(4)*(F(9)+F(10))
-  -R B U *X (4)*W TN *V ST/(Y*(R BM +X(3)+X (4)))
-  -RK U*X(4)*XYT*VC/(Y*(RM U+X(3)+X(4))))A^M  
ELSE
E N D  IF
IF (INCR.EQ.2) THEN  
V M =V R -X (10)-X (9)-V T T  
LF^X^2).LE.lD-40) THEN
ELSE ’
F(2^=gP*(SEF-X (2))-R K A *X (2)*(V R -V M )/(R K M +X (2))+X (2)*(F(9)+F(10) 
E N D  IF
F(3)=(-FF*X (3)+RK A*X (2)*(V R -V M )/(R K M +X (2))+X(3)*(F(9)+F(10))
-  -RB U *X(3)*W TN *VST/(Y *(RB M +X (3)+X (4)))
-  -RK U*X (3)*X Y T*V C /(Y*(R M U +X (3)+X (4))))/V M  
F(4)=(FF*(C EF-X (4))+X (4)*(F(9)+F(10))
-  -RB U *X(4)*W TN *V ST/(Y *(RB M +X (3)+X (4)))
-  -RK U*X (4)*X Y T*V C /(Y *(R M U +X (3)+X (4))))/V M  
ELSE
E N D  IF
IF (INCR.EQ.3) THEN  
VRT=VR+FF*T  
V M =V R T-X(10)-X (9)-V TT  
IF  (X (2).L E .lD -40) THEN  
F(2)=0.
ELSE
F(2)=(FF*SEF-RK A*X(2)*(VRT-VM )/(RK M +X(2))+X(2)*(F(9)+F(10)-FF
* ))/VM  
E N D  IF
F(3)=(RK A*X(2)*(VRT-VM )/(R K M +X(2))+X(3)*(F(9)+F(10)-FF)
-  -R B U *X (3)*W TN *V ST/(Y *(RB M +X (3)+X (4)))
-  -RK U *X (3)*X Y T*V C /(Y *(R M U +X (3)+X (4))))A ,M  
F(4)=(FF*CEF+X(4)*(F(9)+F(10)-FF)
-  -R B U *X (4)*W TN *VST/(Y *(RB M +X (3)+X (4)))
-  -RK U*X (4)*X Y T*V C /(Y *(R M U +X (3)+X (4)))yV M  
ELSE
E N D  IF
SDF=AIK* *2/(2.*50.*TRK* *2)




E N D  IF
F(5)=R BU *V ST *(X (4)+X (3))/(R B M +X (4)+X (3))
* -(te l+ R B M l* A F )* X (5 )* (X (6 ))/V S T
*  -F(1)*TM U*X (5)/XT
F(6)=R B1*X (5)*X (6)/V ST-(R B2+R BM 2*A F)*X (6)-F(1)*TM U*X (6)/XT
F(7)=R B2*X (6)-F(1)*TM U*X (7)/XT
F(8)=RBM 1 *X (5)*X (6)*A F/V ST
* +R BM 2*X (6)*A F-F(1)*TM U*X (8)/XT  
RETURN
EN D
Subroutine for the rate o f  maturity increase.
SUBRO UTINE DRV(NEQ,T,X,F)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A -H ,0-Z )
EXTERNAL DFQRUL
EXTERNAL D ER IV ,DBSINT,DBSNAK ,DBSVAL,RA  
COM M ON/INT/NB.M BT,INDEX,INCR,INC  
COMM ON/1NR/ IKI,IR,II,NUN(200Q)
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R T O L =l.D -6
ITOL=2









SU =X Y (1)
SDF=(SU -A IK )**2/(2.*50.*T R K **2)
I^ S D F .G T .70 .) THEN
e l s e '
AF=EXP(-SDF)* *50/(2*TRK)
E N D  IF
F(1)=RK U*VC*(CNN+G EE)/(RM U+CNN+G EE)-RTTS*X(1)
*-(R l+R M l*AF)*X (I)*X (2)A ^C -R K R *VC *G E E/(R M R +G EE )
F(2)=R 1*X(2)*X(1)/V C-(R2+R M 2*AF)*X (2)-R R TW *X (2)
F(3)=R 2*X (2)-R K D *X (3)
F(4)=R M 1*X (1)*X (2)*A F/V C -R V M *(X (4)-X (5))*SU /(SU +R SL)
* -RR TS*X (4)-RM 2*X (2)*A F  
F(5)=R V M *(X (4)-X (5))*SU /(SU +R SL )-R K SD *X (5)




IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A -H ,0-Z )
DIM ENSIO N X (N E Q ),D (*)
RETURN
EN D
FUNCTION R A (X ,Y )
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z)
COM M ON/PARA1/RK A,RKM ,RBU,RBM ,XT,RKV.W TN,PR,RSL,TQA,TCN
C 0M M 0N /PAR A 2/R B1,RB M 1,R B2,R B M 2,A D M ,D N ,R R TS,R R TW ,TQ T
CO M M O N /PA R A3/RK U,R M U ,R K D ,RK SD ,R V M ,R TV ,R l,R 2,R M l,R M 2
COM M O N/PAR A4/RK R,RM R,AIM ,VST,VCC,W M ,VR,RM ,EY,RTTS
C O M M O N /PA R A5/PA T,PA SE,PA CN ,PAG E,PA M ,PA V,PA W ,PA TB
DIM ENSIO N TQ T(2000)
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